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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the possibility of recycling Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment 

(WEEE) in Iceland. The purpose is to weigh if there is a financial opportunity in investing 

in WEEE recycling and to provide possible policy interventions to increase the likelihood of 

the endeavor being successful. The methods of systems analysis were applied to construct a 

conceptual model identifying the key factors in a system following electric and electronic 

equipment from import, through the equipment’s lifecycle and finally into collection, 

wherefrom said recycling is conceptualized. From the conceptual model a scientific model 

is formulated and run in the modelling software STELLA Architect® to quantify the impacts 

of the dynamics of the system and policy implementation. The model forecasts collection of 

WEEE and the possible income and costs of recycling locally. Four scenarios are modelled: 

An initial scenario where WEEE is collected in Iceland and recycled locally, a policy 

intervention where monetary compensation is offered for bringing in WEEE for recycling, a 

policy intervention where WEEE is imported from Norway and finally a policy intervention 

where government supports the operation. Simulation results are promising and show that 

there is a financial opportunity in recycling WEEE in Iceland as all simulation runs returned 

a positive revenue by end of simulation. Policy implementations simulated aid in the success 

of such an endeavor, decreasing the effects of variability in costs and income. The 

contribution of this thesis is a system dynamics approach to exploring the opportunities of 

WEEE recycling in Iceland and aid in decision making.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Útdráttur 

Ritgerð þessi skoðar möguleika fólgna í að endurvinna raf- og rafeindatækjaúrgang á Íslandi. 

Tilgangurinn er að ákvarða hvort að slík endurvinnsla sé fjárhagslega raunhæf og að finna 

inngrip sem auka líkur á fjárhagslegri velgengni. Framkvæmd var kerfisgreining til þess að 

finna lykilbreytur í hugmyndafræðilegu líkani sem fylgir raf- og rafeindatækjum frá 

innflutningi, gegnum líftíma og að lokum í söfnun þaðan sem úrgangurinn færi í gegnum 

endurvinnsluferil. Út frá hugmyndafræðilegu líkani er byggt stærðfræðilíkan sem er hermt í 

STELLA Architect® hugbúnaði til þess að vigta kvik áhrif og inngrip. Líkanið spáir fyrir 

um söfnun raf- og rafeindatækja og mögulegan kostnað og tekjur sem skapast við 

endurvinnslu. Fjögur inngrip eru hermd: Grunnlínu hermun þar sem einungis er hermt flæði 

gegnum samfélag og endurvinnsla, inngrip þar sem greitt er fyrir skil á raf- og 

rafeindatækjaúrgangi, inngrip þar sem raf- og rafeindatækjaúrgangur er fluttur inn frá Noregi 

og að lokum inngrip þar sem ríkið leggur til fjármagn. Niðurstöður hermunar eru jákvæðar 

og sýna að það gæti verið tækifæri fólgið í því að endurvinna raf- og rafeindatækjaúrgang á 

Íslandi þar sem allar keyrslur skiluðu hagnaði fyrir 2050. Inngrip sem hermd voru gáfu betri 

niðurstöður og minnkuðu áhrif breytileika í kostnaði og tekjum. Megin framlag þessarar 

ritgerðar er kerfisleg nálgun til þess að skoða tækifæri fólgin í endurvinnslu raf- og 

rafeindatækja á Íslandi og til að aðstoða við ákvarðanatöku. 
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1 Introduction 

Rapid technological innovation and the ever-increasing amount of technology available to 

the public in the form of user electric and electronic equipment has accelerated its 

replacement rate resulting in a great increase in waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(WEEE). Currently, WEEE is treated as a matter of great urgency around the world as it is 

one of the fastest growing waste streams. In the European Union (EU) for example WEEE 

is increasing by 3-5% every year and in turn the EU acted by legislating the treatment of 

WEEE in its member countries in 2003 (Eurostat, n.d.).  

Electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) is composed of many intricate parts making 

WEEE complicated to recycle. WEEE contains a mix of plastics, glass and metals the last 

being the biggest contributor (Zhang & Xu, 2016). Metals if landfilled can be very hazardous 

to the environment, connected to leaching and evaporation of dangerous chemicals such as 

lead and mercury (Tsydenova & Bengtsson, 2011). Beyond environmental reasoning for 

recycling WEEE there are economic incentives as metals are a finite resource and have an 

economic value, some more than others. WEEE contains base metals such as copper, nickel 

and tin and precious metals like gold, silver and platinum group metals. Gold although 

existing only in small amounts in WEEE is the largest contributor to revenues from WEEE 

recycling (Cucchiella, D’Adamo, Koh, & Rosa, 2015). Recycling electronics to accumulate 

metals already in circulation, treating WEEE like an “urban mine”, is a practical method of 

preventing the hazardous consequences of untreated WEEE and possibly reducing the 

environmental effect of primary extraction (Cucchiella et al., 2015; Zhang & Xu, 2016). 

  Iceland and WEEE  

Only 1% of all WEEE generated in Iceland is being processed locally based on numbers 

from 2010. The other 99% that are not treated in Iceland are shipped for processing in other 

Nordic countries or countries within the EU. Iceland has lower collection rates of WEEE 

than many other European countries that is 1589 tons or 5 kg per capita in the year of 2010.  

If compared to the amount of electric and electronic equipment (EEE) put to market that year 

which was 7075 tons that presents a 78% “loss” and in contrast to the other Nordic countries 

Iceland has the lowest percentage of WEEE recovered as a proportion of EEE put to market, 

only 22% (Baxter et al., 2014). 

Regarding policy, Iceland has followed the EU in its directives on WEEE and in 2010 was 

in compliance with EU policy which states that the minimum of WEEE collected should be 

4 kg per capita. As stated above the collected amount was 5 kg per capita, so Iceland 

exceeded the limit of compliance by a slight difference. Other Nordic countries in 

comparison exceeded the limit by much larger difference the lowest being Finland with 9,3 

kg WEEE per capita. Other targets set by the EU Iceland did not manage to hit such as 

materials recycling and material and energy recovery for specified WEEE types (Baxter et 

al., 2014).  
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Above information is built on numbers from 2010 and serves as a comparison to other Nordic 

countries but moving into the future available data from the Environmental Agency in 

Iceland states that the amount of WEEE collected per capita in 2015 was 11,7 kg 

(Umhverfisstofnun, n.d.). This shows that Iceland is facing the same problems as the rest of 

the world with rapidly increasing WEEE.  

 Thesis objective and significance 

The objective of this thesis is to map up the flow of EEE from import to Iceland to its end 

of use as WEEE building a system to determine if it is realistic to set up a processing line 

for recycling WEEE in Iceland. The processing line will not perform all steps included in 

WEEE recycling, the final step of refining will be excluded assuming that metal bullion will 

be sold to refineries abroad. Metals collected will include both precious- and base metals: 

Gold, silver, platinum group metals, copper, tin and nickel. The feasibility of the processing 

line will be determined by the profitability of the processing, profits stemming from the 

assumptive sales of the metal bullion extracted from WEEE to refineries. Profitability and 

quantities are measured over a 30-year period from 2020-2050 to determine the processing 

line’s success and the circularity of materials. System dynamics is used to map up the 

problem and answer the questions: (1) Will WEEE recycling in Iceland be profitable by 

2050? (2) Is there a financial opportunity in investing in WEEE recycling in Iceland ? 

Reviewing literature on the topic system dynamics is widely used to map up flows of WEEE. 

The mapping varies in scope and purpose. From Romadhani Ardi and Rainer Leisten’s 

application of System Dynamics to deep dive into the informal and dangerous recycling 

performed in developing countries in their article Assessing the role of informal sector in 

WEEE management systems: A System Dynamics approach to applications of System 

Dynamics to map up the flow of WEEE in specific countries and its management as done by 

Keshav Parajuly, Komal Habib and Gang Liu in their article Waste electrical and electronic 

equipment (WEEE) in Denmark: Flows, quantities and management (Ardi & Leisten, 2016; 

Parajuly, Habib, & Liu, 2017). The latter article being very similar in many ways to the work 

done in this thesis, mapping up the flow of EEE through its lifecycle to its EoL as WEEE 

and similar to Iceland Denmark does not mine metals from WEEE but shred, separate and 

send abroad as material recyclates. Keshav Parajuly, Komal Habib and Gang Liu’s motives 

are very similar to the ones in this thesis, but their work differs as their main focus is to 

highlight the potential revenues from the metals in WEEE generated in Denmark excluding 

the estimation of costs (Parajuly et al., 2017).  

Although similar projects exist there was not much information readily available on the topic 

for Iceland. Also, this thesis takes on a rather broad scope on the issues of WEEE in Iceland 

and the model presented is in many ways much simpler than previously mentioned 

applications. 
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 Thesis structure 

The thesis will be structured as follows 

 Chapter 2: Background 

 Chapter 3: Methodology and data 

 Chapter 4: IceWEEE model 

 Chapter 5: Results from modelled projections 

 Chapter 6: Discussion 

 Chapter 7: Conclusions 
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2 Background 

 WEEE 

In this chapter there will be further exploration of the waste stream at hand. First the 

composition and sources of the waste stream, secondly its materials and characteristics and 

finally the recycling methods used to extract metals from WEEE.  

2.1.1 WEEE composition and sources 

What does WEEE consist of and where does it come from? As the name implies this category 

of waste is categorized into two separate categories electronic equipment and electric 

equipment each contributing around 50% of all WEEE as depicted in Figure 2.1 below 

(Kaya, 2016).  

 

Figure 2.1 Composition of WEEE based on figure from Kaya (Kaya, 2016). 

Sources of WEEE can be listed into four categories: Home, hospitals, government and 

private sectors as shown in Figure 2.2. EEE‘s conversion to WEEE can depend on a 

multitude of circumstances like rapid innovation, change in style, increased demand for EEE 

and end of life (EoL) for products. All of before listed circumstances increase the 

replacement rate of EEE resulting in a larger wastestream of WEEE no longer useful (Kaya, 

2016).  
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Home Hospitals Government Private Sectors 

PC PC  PC PC 

TV's Monitor CPU Boiler 

Radio ECG device Printer Mixer 

Cell phone Microscope Fax Signal conditioner 

Washing machine Incubator Photocopy machine Incubator etc.  

Microwave oven X ray machine Scanner   

CD player MR etc. Fan   

Fan   Tube light etc.    

Electric iron etc.        

Figure 2.2 Sources of WEEE based on figure from Kaya (Kaya, 2016). 

 

2.1.2 Materials composition and characteristics 

WEEE is complex and comprised of many different materials and components. To properly 

treat WEEE there must be an understanding of their composition and identification of 

hazardous and valuable materials. The largest percentage of WEEE consists of metals or 

around 60% followed by plastics and LCD and CRT screens (Zhang & Xu, 2016). The 

metals are both ferrous and non-ferrous with ferrous metal having a slightly higher 

percentage but the incentive for recovery of metals from WEEE is the recovery of precious 

metals (Cui & Forssberg, 2003). The elements composing WEEE are closely intertwined 

and can be hard to separate but to further dissect the materials they can be separated into five 

subcategories as listed by Christian Hagelüken of Umicore Precious Metals Refining in his 

publishing Improving metal returns and eco-efficiency in electronics recycling-a holistic 

approach for interface optimisation between pre-processing and integrated metals smelting 

and refining  

• Precious metals: Gold, silver and platinum metals 

 

• Base metals: Copper, aluminium, nickel, tin, zinc, iron and more 

 

• Hazardous metals: Mercury, beryllium, lead, cadmium, arsenic and more 

 

• Halogens: Bromine, fluorine and chlorine 

 

• Combustibles: Plastics, organic fluids and more 

(Hageluken, 2006) 

Hazardous metals should not be treated carelessly as they pose a real threat to human health 

and the environment. Certain components contain the majority of hazardous metals, 

components like batteries, printed circuit boards (PCBs), cathode ray tubes and gas discharge 
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lamps (Tsydenova & Bengtsson, 2011).  The effects of which if improperly processed can 

be damages to human nervous system, toxic effects cumulating in kidneys and liver, damage 

to brain and respiratory system not discounting environmental effects like pollution of 

ground water, acidification of soil and release of toxins into air (Kaya, 2016).  

 

The precious metals being the motivator for recycling contributing over 50% of potential 

revenue for WEEE recycling only comprise a very small percentage to the total weight of 

WEEE (Cucchiella et al., 2015). However there are certain devices that have a higher density 

of those metals, as seen listed below in Table 2.1 (Cui & Zhang, 2008). 

 

 

Table 2.1 WEEE with the highest concentration of precious metals (Cui & Zhang, 2008) 

WEEE Silver (ppm)  Gold (ppm) Palladium (ppm)   

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) 3300  80 -   

Mobile phone scrap 1380  350 210   

PC board scrap 1000  250 110   

PC mainboard scrap 639  566 124   

 

2.1.3 Recycling processes 

Extracting metals from WEEE has advanced greatly to prevent pollution and the hazard 

posed by some of the materials used in EEE. From the traditional methods of incineration, 

hydraulic shaking bed separation and acid leaching advanced methods now include the use 

of group bacteria for bioleaching and the use of vacuum to separate metals (Zhang & Xu, 

2016).  

More conventional processes generally used to recycle metals from WEEE constitute of  

• Mechanical separation 

 

• Thermal treatment (pyrometallurgical) 

 

• Hydrometallurgical treatment 

 

• Electrochemical treatment 

(Gramatyka, Nowosielski, & Sakiewicz, 2007) 

Mechanical separation starts with a disassembly where dangerous materials are sorted out 

along with other materials non-metal such as plastic and glass followed by a size reduction 

step. Size reduction methods may differ on the WEEE being processed but commonly there 

is a grinding, shredding or hammer milling process. Once there is a significant size reduction 

in the WEEE there may be some sort of screening process of the fractions separating the 

particles by magnetic forces, electrostatic forces, density or even visually (Gramatyka et al., 

2007). Mechanical operations are usually performed before the WEEE enters any other 

process, whether it be pyrometallurgical or hydrometallurgical processes, for size reduction 

and to increase the content of valuable materials (Cui & Zhang, 2008).  
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Thermal treatment or pyrometallurgical treatment includes processes like incineration, 

smelting, sintering, drossing, melting and more. This is done to remove unwanted materials 

like plastics from the crushed WEEE by burning them away and leaving the metal molten 

for further processing. Smelting in plasma arc, blast furnaces or copper smelters relies on 

collector metals like copper or lead to collect other more valuable metals like gold and silver 

(Gramatyka et al., 2007; Kaya, 2016). The molten metal then must enter some sort of 

converting process oxidizing the black copper and subsequently be reduced in an anode 

furnace before entering a refining stage (Gramatyka et al., 2007; Kaya, 2016; Zhang & Xu, 

2016). 

Hydrometallurgical treatment involves series of leaching processes using acid or caustic 

solutions on solid material. Common leaching solutions for precious metals include cyanide, 

halide, thiourea and thiosulfate (Cui & Zhang, 2008; Gramatyka et al., 2007). After going 

through leaching the solutions must then be separated and purified through processes like 

precipitation of impurities, solvent extraction, adsorption and ion-exchange (Cui & Zhang, 

2008). Methods vary on the metal of interest. 

Electrochemical processes are to refine the metals and involves using aqueous electrolytes. 

This process is usually preceded by hydrometallurgical or pyrometallurgical processes 

(Gramatyka et al., 2007).  

Two recycling facilities are prominent in reviewed literature: Umicore’s precious metal 

refining in Hoboken Belgium and Boliden’s Rönnskar smelter in Sweden. Both facilities 

apply pyrometallurgical processes to extract metals from WEEE (Cui & Zhang, 2008; Kaya, 

2016; Zhang & Xu, 2016).  

 Interventions on WEEE and policies 

In this chapter the motives driving existing policies on WEEE will be explored, the 

philosophy of a circular economy and the process of urban mining explained and finally a 

brief overlook on policies relevant to this thesis will be presented, mainly EU policies.  

2.2.1  Motives 

The motives for policy and legislation on WEEE stem from multiple dangers posed by 

WEEE and WEEE handling and recycling. Concerns rising about the rapidly increasing 

waste stream of WEEE, sustainability of resources and improper handling of WEEE have 

been the main driving forces for action. 

As previously mentioned the waste stream of WEEE is growing very fast with the annual 

growth rate estimated between 3-5% and in 2018 the forecast for global WEEE is 50 million 

tons, a 50% increase compared to the volume in 2010 (Cucchiella et al., 2015). The sheer 

volume is harrowing enough to cause action.  

Considering the numbers and taking into account the materials these appliances consist of, 

around 60% being metals (Zhang & Xu, 2016). Metals are not an infinite resource and while 

the resources may not deplete for this generation the coming generations may expect these 

resources to run out. There is no way to pinpoint how much is left of those resources. Fewer 
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discoveries of orebodies as time goes on are somewhat of a measurement and serve as a 

warning sign. Large amounts of the metals on Earth are not accessible to its inhabitants as 

they are bound up in the Earth’s core but those bound up in the Earth’s crust may not always 

be feasible to extract. Discoveries in remote and fragile environments have a large social and 

environmental costs which are increasing rapidly. When resources are scarce inherently the 

price of the metal goes up, as is the case with precious metals, in those cases the use of said 

metals becomes less economical and as a result industrial users look for a cheaper alternative. 

Replacing expensive metals for a cheaper alternative is a temporary fix as the same will 

eventually apply for the replacement metal as resources deplete. In that way the price of the 

cheaper replacement metal does not mirror its importance. In turn the real value of a product 

containing metals or any resource that is not renewable is not mirrored in its price (Richards, 

2006).  

Improper handling of WEEE is of concern. For various reasons economical and other WEEE 

is sent to developing countries for recycling. Methods vary but labour is cheap and 

environmental laws are lenient. These methods are mostly unregulated and involve improper 

treatment such as uncontained storage of materials, open fire burning to remove unwanted 

elements, manual disassembly without concern of hazardous materials, primitive 

hydrometallurgical methods using strong acids and improper discarding of hazardous waste. 

Common destinations include China, India, Pakistan and Ghana. Improper treatment can 

result in severe environmental hazards and hazards to human health. Dangers such as 

exposing workers to high concentration of lead and tin, airborne dust containing high 

concentrations of various metals and hazardous substances released in open fire burning of 

WEEE. Not to overlook the consequences of releasing of fumes and materials into the 

environment along with incautious deliberate dumping of dangerous waste on open ground 

and into water (Tsydenova & Bengtsson, 2011). In 2010 two Scandinavian countries were 

recorded exporting WEEE outside the EU namely Norway and Finland, Norway exporting 

a rather large percentage 11,5% but Finland only 0,2%. Common locations for such exports 

are China and Malaysia but both countries have restricted their import laws slowing down 

legal export rates. Nonetheless significant amount of WEEE is being exported legally and 

illegally to those countries to date (Baxter et al., 2014).  

2.2.2 Urban mining and the circular economy  

In the introduction to this thesis (see chapter 1) it was stated that WEEE was to be regarded 

as an “urban mine”. This chapter further explores the terminology of urban mining and ties 

it in with the philosophy of the circular economy.  

Figure 2.3 below is a graphical representation of the different terms encapsulated in the 

philosophy of a circular economy. In the figure urban mining encapsulates the activities of 

mining resources from landfills and extends the process to reclaiming resources from any 

anthropogenic materials in urban areas. Large stocks of materials are incorporated into urban 

areas in buildings, infrastructure, products and landfills. When these materials are no longer 

useful, whether it be a product at its EoL, a building being tore down or an item in a landfill, 

they represent a large resource potential. Anthropogenic stocks often contain resources of 

higher concentrations than the natural resources and for that reason WEEE was the original 

focus of urban mining as it contains higher concentration of metals than their natural ores 

and urban mining is therefore considered necessary (Brunner, 2011; Cossu & Williams, 

2015). Extensive information is the basis for determining if urban mining of metals is 
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economical. Aside from information on the flow of anthropogenic stocks knowledge of 

concentration, quantities, availability and partner minerals is essential (Brunner, 2011).  

Figure 2.3 below is helpful to put urban mining in perspective with the philosophy of a 

circular economy. Going briefly over the processes further expanding urban mining: 

• Materials recycling: Turning waste into materials that can be used to manufacture 

new products. 

 

• Resources recovery: Recovering the energy created while treating waste. 

 

• Waste minimisation: Strategies to prevent waste by interventions upstream. On 

production level waste minimisation refers to optimizing energy use and producing 

materials that leave less quantities of waste and less hazardous materials. On 

consumption level this refers to minimizing waste through avoidance, reuse or 

reduction.  

Encapsulating all the previously mentioned concepts is the philosophy of the circular 

economy. This philosophy rejects the linear lifecycle of products or materials, i.e. to 

produce, consume/use and then discard. Instead, a circular economy proposes prolonging 

the lifecycle of products/materials by reusing or repairing and to minimize the impact at the 

EoL by using less hazardous materials and reducing waste quantities. The use of secondary 

materials, urban- or landfill mined, is suggested for primary production and all energy used 

and generated is to be maximized (Cossu & Williams, 2015). 
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Figure 2.3 Sequential difference in terms refering to recycling, recovering or extracting 

resources from waste based on figure from Cossu & Williams (Cossu & Williams, 2015). 

The problem with incorporating this philosophy on a legislation level is that drastic 

interventions on a political level could vilify other technical options. Other elements to 

carefully consider before deciding on national strategies and political interventions is the 

handling of hazardous materials and emissions from processes for EoL to close the loop of 

materials (Cossu & Williams, 2015). 

2.2.3 EU’s directives on EEE and WEEE 

Regarding existing policies on the matter of WEEE the focus of this thesis will be on EU’s 

directives on WEEE as that is most relevant to Iceland based on its status as a member of 

the European Economic Area (EEA).   

The EU directive on WEEE is a two-part legislation. The first directive simply called the 

WEEE Directive addressing the waste stream of WEEE and providing the creation of 

infrastructure for collecting WEEE. The second directive called the RoHS directive 

restricting use of hazardous materials in EEE. The WEEE directive was first entered into 

force in 2003 and later revised in 2012 becoming effective in 2014. The RoHS directive was 

also entered into force in 2003 later revised and the revision became effective in 2013 

(European Commission, 2019).  
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Both directives place more responsibility on the producers of EEE and/or third parties acting 

on producer’s behalf. The WEEE directive categorizes EEE and gives orders on how large 

percentage of the different categories of EEE should be recyclable and recoverable by 

weight. Also, the producers or third parties acting on their behalf are responsible for 

financing some of the collection, treatment, recovery and sound disposal of WEEE. Specific 

targets are set for the member states of the EU as mentioned in previous chapter 1.1 the target 

for collection from private households is at least 4 kilograms per inhabitant per year and 

from 2019 and onwards the minimum collection rate is 65% of the average weight of all 

EEE put to market in the three preceding years in that member state. The RoHS directive 

restricts the amount of hazardous materials allowed in EEE by percentage of weight with 

exemptions for specific applications. Materials such as lead, mercury and cadmium, all 

categorised as hazardous materials in previous chapter 2.1.2, are required to be replaced by 

safer alternatives and the directive also lists out rules and conditions for CE marking on EEE 

(European Commission, 2019; European Parliament, 2011, 2012).  

EEA has adapted the directives and Iceland as a result adapted its policies into Icelandic law. 

As mentioned in 1.1 Iceland exceeded the EU’s target of 4 kilograms per capita per year by 

a slight difference in 2010 collecting 5 kilograms per capita that year. Since then Iceland has 

reached this target and exceeded by a growing difference, last numbers from the 

Environmental Agency from 2015 coming in at 11,7 kilograms per capita that year. Iceland 

has committed to properly treat WEEE by complying to the EU directives and this year must 

collect 65% of the average weight of all WEEE put to market from 2016 to 2018 ("Reglugerð 

um raf- og rafeindatækjaúrgang nr. 1061/2018," ; Umhverfisstofnun, n.d.). 

 

 Background: Summary 

To summarize previous chapters the waste stream of WEEE is categorised into two 

categories electric and electronic equipment and originates in equipment being used in 

homes, hospitals, by the government and in private sectors. The equipment is comprised of 

mainly metals with almost 60% of its weight being metals (Kaya, 2016). Generally, the 

contents of WEEE can be categorised into five categories: precious metals, base metals, 

hazardous metals, halogens and combustibles (Hageluken, 2006). The largest contributor to 

profits from recycling are precious metals contributing almost 50% of profits although 

existing in very small quantities in WEEE (Cucchiella et al., 2015). To extract metals from 

WEEE there are four methods that are considered conventional methods in WEEE recycling: 

Mechanical separation, thermal treatment, hydrometallurgical treatment and electrochemical 

treatment (Gramatyka et al., 2007). All treatment of WEEE includes disassembly, size 

reducing steps like grinding or hammer milling and some sort of mechanical separation like 

density, magnetic or even visual separation to increase the content of valuable materials (Cui 

& Zhang, 2008; Gramatyka et al., 2007). Thermal treatment relies on heat to melt unwanted 

materials and leave behind the metal. Hydrometallurgical treatment relies on acids or caustic 

solutions to leach the metals. Finally, electrochemical processes are applied to the metals 

extracted by means of either thermal or hydrometallurgical processes to refine the metals 

using aqueous electrolytes (Gramatyka et al., 2007). 
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Regarding policies there are many motivators. Concerns regarding the fast-growing waste 

stream of WEEE ties into the concerns of resource depletion with 60% of WEEE consisting 

of metals (Cucchiella et al., 2015; Richards, 2006; Zhang & Xu, 2016). Also of concern is 

the improper handling of WEEE endangering human health and the environment further 

highlighting that proper channels have to be in place for WEEE to be collected and recycled 

safely (Tsydenova & Bengtsson, 2011).  

Urban mining is the mining of materials from landfills and anthropogenic stocks to recover 

valuable materials. WEEE was the original focus of urban mining as it contains metals in 

higher concentrations than its original ores and therefore is a very valuable source of metals 

(Cossu & Williams, 2015). Information on anthropogenic stocks, materials composition, 

availability and quantities is essential to strategize for urban mining (Brunner, 2011). Urban 

mining is one process included in the concept or philosophy of a circular economy. The 

philosophy addresses the fast-growing waste streams and rejects the linear lifecycle of 

products and materials. The philosophy suggests the recovery of secondary materials, to 

manufacture products that result in less quantities and less hazardous waste at their EoL, 

reusing and repairing existing products as well as maximisation of energy use and recovery. 

There is some resistance to legislating the concept out of fear that political decisions on the 

matter may vilify other technical options (Cossu & Williams, 2015).  

The EU put in place two directives to ensure that their member states have infrastructure and 

systems in place to safely and efficiently manufacture EEE and treat WEEE. One directive 

being the WEEE directive an outline for the systems that need to be in place and partially 

handing the responsibility to producers and/or third parties acting on their behalf who are 

now required to assist with funding collection schemes. The WEEE directive sets targets for 

the EU’s member states e.g. the amount of WEEE collected per capita per year and so on. 

The second directive is the RoHS directive limiting the amount of hazardous materials 

allowed in EEE (European Commission, 2019; European Parliament, 2012). The EEA has 

adapted these directives and Iceland being a part of the EEA has consequentially adapted 

them into Icelandic law ("Reglugerð um raf- og rafeindatækjaúrgang nr. 1061/2018,") 
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3 Methodology and data 

The problem at hand is modelled using System Dynamics thinking applying flowcharts to 

map the flow of the system, causal loop diagrams to create the conceptual model explaining 

the dynamics of the system and finally numerical data acquired used to construct a scientific 

model in the STELLA Architect® software and investigate results of different scenarios. 

The model created is a deterministic model using causal relationships to understand the 

behavior of the system.  

Flowcharts are applied to describe the flow to and from the stocks in the problem. The flow 

of a single entity/material is depicted in a separate flowchart. An arrow pointing from one 

stock to another represents the flow of the entity/material at hand from the stock the arrow 

is pointing from to the stock the arrow is pointing at (Sverdrup, Haraldsson, Koca, 

Olafsdottir, & Svensson, 2016). Flow charts are applied in the following chapter 4.1.  

Causal loop diagrams are applied to interpret the dynamics of the problem. An arrow 

pointing from one entity to another indicates that the entity at the end of the arrow is affected 

by the entity at the other end of the arrow. If there is a ‘+’ sign at the arrow head the entity 

at the arrowhead is affected in the same way as the entity at the base of the arrow i.e. A→+ 

B means that an increase in A will result in an increase in B and a decrease in A will result 

in a decrease in B. If there is a ‘−‘ sign at the arrowhead the effect is opposite i.e. A→-B 

means that an increase in A will result in a decrease in B and vice versa. A balancing loop 

is interpreted by a B inside the loop, that is the loop has a negative feedback and will 

therefore balance itself out overtime. A reinforcing loop is interpreted by an R inside a loop, 

that is the loop has a positive feedback and all effects in the loop will be amplified over time 

(Sverdrup et al., 2016). Causal loop diagrams are applied to construct the conceptual model 

in following chapter 4.2. 

Numerical data on import and collection is acquired from the world wide web from sources 

such as Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway and Sorpa a local waste collector and recycler 

(Hagstofa Íslands, 2016, 2018). For the years data is not readily available an estimate is made 

based on data from Statistics Norway (Statistics Norway, 2019). Data for collection of 

WEEE used for model verification is based on numbers from Sorpa. In Sorpa’s yearly reports 

collection is clearly listed and categorised and yearly reports are available from 2001-2017 

(Sorpa, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 

2017; Sorpeyðing höfuðborgarsvæðisins bs, 2001, 2002). Numbers for the amount of metals 

of interest present in WEEE is based on project description provided by MS Committee and 

can be seen in Appendix B. The process for recycling WEEE is assumed to be similar to the 

process performed at Umicore’s recycling facility, a pyrometallurgical process with around 

1000 metric tons per day capacity but excluding the refining of metals (Vanbellen, 2010). 

Investment was estimated from Hagelüken’s publishing Improving metal returns and eco-

efficiency in electronics recycling – a holistic approach for interface optimisation between 

pre-processing and integrated metals smelting and refining assuming that to perform two 

thirds of the process preformed at Umicore’s Hoboken facility there would need to be and 

investment roughly two thirds of the amount invested in Hoboken (Hageluken, 2006). Apart 

from the above-mentioned assumptions no further assumptions are made on the recycling 

method except that it can extract the metals present in WEEE. Information on metal prices 

was acquired from data bases on the world wide web such as Statista, Kitco and Macrotrends 

(Kitco, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Macrotrends, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Statista, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 
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2018e). Extraction cost is based on extraction costs for different ore grades of iron (see 

Appendix A for implementation into model)  (Dahmus & Gutowski, 2007; Gutowski, Sahni, 

Allwood, Ashby, & Worrell, 2013)Further information on how data is handled can be found 

in Appendix A.  

A scientific model is created, translated into STELLA Architect® software and simulated to 

investigate different scenarios. The assumptions made to create the model are listed in 

Appendix A and the equations in Appendix C.   
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4 IceWEEE model 

 Flow charts 

For the problem at hand a flow chart of the problem is created to depict the flow of stocks. 

The flow chart is divided into two by the different entities/materials flowing: first flow chart 

represents the flow of metals and the second flow chart represents the flow of funds. 

4.1.1 Flow of metals  

This chapter explains the first flow chart created for the flow of metals through society as a 

material in EEE, as it becomes WEEE and is extracted to enter its secondary lifecycle.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Basic flow of metals from import of EEE through life cycle, into collection and 

through recycling in Iceland. 

Figure 4.1 shows the basic flow of metals from EEE imported to the hands of the user and 

finally to collection and through recycling extracting the metal contents. Assumptions are 

made for three categories of EEE: Home appliances, personal appliances and professional 

appliances. Assuming that the three categories have different properties, market segments 

and subsequently different life cycles. Home appliances are assumed to have the longest time 

in use with owner as the biggest contributor to this category are large home appliances like 

washing machines, dishwashers and similar. Once these appliances fall out of use due to the 
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volume of the items in the category they have a shorter delay on shelf. Personal appliances 

are assumed to have much shorter life cycles but once they have fallen out of use tend to 

stay longer on the shelf. Professional appliances are assumed to stay in use for longer than 

personal appliances but once fallen out of use they stay longer on shelf with more storage 

being available in a professional setting than in homes. The EEE now WEEE is finally 

collected after diverse life cycles and recycled, stocks of base and precious metals recovered 

are divided to quantify the volume and the financial impact the metals have on the system. 

Losses are collected from various points in the system the most impactful being the loss from 

WEEE incorrectly disposed of and EEE damaged/lost in shipping. Leakage fraction of losses 

from the stocks of EEE in use and on shelf are not depicted in Figure 4.1 but 1% of each 

stock is lost every year. The dotted line in the figure explains what parts of the flow chart 

are within the scope of this thesis. Falling outside the dotted line is the slag, this thesis will 

not take into account the wastes created in processing of WEEE, along with the world market 

supply of precious and base metals that will not be considered, only the precious and base 

metals entering the system upon import to Iceland and the subsequent collection and losses. 

4.1.2 Flow of funds 

This chapter explains the second flowchart created to describe the flow of funds as value 

lying in metals and the different costs and incomes included in this project.  

 

Figure 4.2 Basic flow of funds from value in precious and base metals exchanged for 

money to various costs included in the system. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the second flow chart depicting the basic flow of funds in the system. 

Losses from previous flowchart in Figure 4.1 amount to losses not only in materials but also 

the value of the metals lost during the flow through society seen as Loss (USD/year) in 

Figure 4.2. Profit from base and precious metals flows into the stock of total revenue from 

which running costs and yearly loan payments flow. The loan is taken as an initial investment 

to establish the facility, but the running costs constitute of extraction costs summing up all 

the day-to-day running of the facility (salaries, maintenance, energy costs etc.) and the 

interests the loan carries.  

 Conceptual model 

Causal loop diagrams will also be divided into two modules the first being the collection 

module and the second the recycling module.  

4.2.1 Collection module 

This chapter explains the first module of the conceptual model, the collection module. This 

part of the model describes how EEE goes through society from import to collection and as 

it enters recycling.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Causal loop diagram of import to collection of EEE in Iceland. 
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Elaborating from the flow chart, the causal loop diagram further captures the behaviors of 

the system. In Figure 4.3 the EEE enters the system by a way of import and are subsequently 

sold to user HA, PrA and PA stands for Home Appliances, Professional Appliances and 

Personal Appliances respectively. Once EEE is sold they enter the state of being in use. The 

balancing loops B1-B3 colored in green interpret how as more EEE is in use the more 

decisions can be made to stop using them. The decision to stop use has an opposite effect on 

the amount of EEE in use that is the more decisions are made to stop use the less EEE there 

is in use and the same goes if there are fewer decisions made to stop use the more EEE stays 

in use. Decisions to stop use of EEE is affected in the same way as availability that is with 

increased availability there will be more decisions made to stop use and vice versa. This is 

modelled by slowing down the flow from stocks of in use if there is a significant decrease in 

import between years. Smaller changes in import are not considered to affect the availability. 

For small decreases and increases in import the flowrate from stocks in use remains 

unchanged and the affect of availability is only accounted for by the volumes flowing from 

the stocks. Once the decision has been made to stop use EEE enters a “shelf” delaying them 

from being thrown away. As previously mentioned home appliances experience a shorter 

delay “on shelf” than smaller EEE due to its volume and inconvenience to store. Finally, the 

decision is made to throw EEE away the balancing loops B4-B6 again colored in green 

describe the same process as B1-B3 the more EEE is stored on shelves more decisions can 

be made to throw that EEE away and the more decisions are made the less EEE is left 

standing on the shelves. Eventually the EEE is thrown away and either lands in appropriate 

processes or is incorrectly disposed of and likely winds up in a landfill. The more WEEE is 

collected the less WEEE is incorrectly disposed of. Loss is the cumulative amount of EEE 

leaking from the system. There is a leakage from every stock in the causal loop diagram: 

Part of EEE imported goes to EEE damaged/lost in shipping, all stocks of EEE in use and 

on shelf suffer a 1% leakage fraction in a year and finally WEEE is incorrectly disposed of 

and therefore not collected.  
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4.2.2 Recycling module  

This chapter explains the recycling module of the conceptual model, the costs and profits of 

an operation recycling WEEE and what influences them.  

 

Figure 4.4 Causal loop diagram of recycling WEEE and related costs and revenue. 

 In Figure 4.4 the causal loop diagram depicts the system after WEEE has been collected. 

WEEE enters an unspecified recycling process excluding the final refinery of metals. The 

metals recycled are divided into two categories base and precious metals and the recovery 

possible for both categories is based on the metal contents of the scrap recycled. The metals 

are subsequently sold to refineries that are assumed to offer an upfront payment based on 

the market prices for metals (outlined as the metal price is kept at a constant and the dynamic 

behavior of metal prices is ignored in this thesis). Since refinery is not done locally buyers 

are assumed to pay upfront but not pay the full value of the metals as they are not fully 

processed and are yet to be transported to buyer. Net profits acquired from the metals flow 

into the total revenue where running cost, initial investment and the payback of the loan 

taken for the initial investment deduce the revenue made. As previously mentioned running 

costs cover all the daily costs of running the recycling facility and include interests of the 

loan but calculations are simplified so that all costs such as salaries, overhead etc. are 

enveloped in extraction cost dependent on the metal contents of the scrap recycled and the 

volume recycled. This will be further explained in later chapters. Loss in this module of the 

causal loop diagram is generated in recycling assuming the general loss in a production line 

caused by various mistakes and inefficiencies.   
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4.2.3 Complete causal loop diagram  

This chapter puts the two modules together to form the complete conceptual model.  

 

Figure 4.5 Complete causal loop diagram of the system. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the complete causal loop diagram of the system combining the collection 

and recycling module previously explored. Beyond showing the complete system and the 

connection between the modules Figure 4.5 also fully connects and compiles the loss in the 

system.   
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4.2.4 Environmental policy and the effects of policy 

implementation 

Previous causal loop diagrams have included the life cycles EEE travels through before 

being disposed of and the ins and outs of establishing a local recycling facility. Pulling back 

and putting the practicalities aside this chapter will very briefly explore at a wider angle how 

the financials explored above can influence policy implementation in the environmental 

field. The policies described in this chapter are the policies modelled as different scenarios 

in the scientific model.  

 

 

Figure 4.6 Causal loop diagram of the effects of recycling locally on environmental policy. 
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Figure 4.6 above describes how recycling WEEE locally can affect local environmental 

policy. The environmental policy are decisions made abroad and the pressure from large 

entities in the global community such as the EU. As previously mentioned EU has the policy 

to collect and recycle WEEE and in Figure 4.6 this factors into the creation of a local 

environmental policy to recycle WEEE. There are three balancing loops in the causal loop 

diagram B1 is the large loop balancing out the impact the collection has on pollution and 

subsequent environmental effects. Recycling also carries a cost (a term for the cumulation 

of all costs in previous causal loop diagrams: initial investment, payback of loan and running 

cost) lowering the incentive to collect and recycle therefore resulting in a balancing loop B2. 

The third balancing loop B3 describes how with added capacity more WEEE can be recycled 

but as more WEEE gets recycled it limits the capacity. There is one reinforcing loop in the 

causal loop diagram R1 describing how increasing profits from recycling incentivize the 

decision to collect and recycle more WEEE resulting in even greater profits.  

In this thesis three policy interventions are explored: Compensating consumers for bringing 

in WEEE, importing WEEE from Norway and government support. Following are the causal 

loop diagrams describing the policies.  

 

Figure 4.7 Causal loop diagram of the effects of recycling locally on environmental policy 

with financial incentive for turning in WEEE.  

In Figure 4.7 the first policy implementation is added to previous causal loop diagram in 

Figure 4.6. This causal loop diagram shows how financial compensation for turning in 

WEEE adds to the collection of WEEE but also adds to the cost. The concept of this 

arrangement would be to pay a fixed amount for all units of WEEE turned in to recycling 

facility, perhaps different amounts based upon their content of precious metals since some 

devices contain significantly more precious metals as mentioned above. However, this can 

only be done with high inaccuracies in the STELLA Architect® model following since all 

flowing units of EEE are in metric tons and kilograms making it very hard to distinct units 
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of WEEE received. Instead there will be a fixed amount payed per ton flowing out as a cost 

and adding to the percentage of WEEE collected.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Causal loop diagram of the effects of recycling locally on environmental policy 

with import of WEEE from Norway. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the second policy implementation to import WEEE from Norway to 

Iceland. Loops from previous Figure 4.7 are removed to further highlight the new loops 

created with this policy implementation. The first balancing loop B1 is the large loop 

balancing out the import of WEEE with existing global policy of reducing pollution from 

transport. In the STELLA Architect® this is done by simply limiting the amount of WEEE 

imported to one shipment each year if a decision is made to import. The second balancing 

loop B2 balances the amount of WEEE imported with its costs generated from recycling. 

The third balancing loop B3 balances the amount of WEEE imported with its costs generated 

from import. It should be noted that only B2 is modelled in the scientific model following, 

with running cost impacting the decision to import as modelling B3 would result in circular 

connection not compatible with the STELLA Architect® software. The fourth and final 

balancing loop B4 balances the decision to import, subsequent import and collection with 

capacity available for recycling. This policy implementation results in one reinforcing loop, 

R1 describing how profits generated from recycling will incentivize the decision to import 

and import of WEEE resulting in even greater profits. The decision to import in the scientific 

model following is based on profits in the sense that if total revenue is high that will 

incentivize the decision to import.   

  
 

Figure 4.9 Causal loop diagram of the effects of recycling locally on environmental policy 

with government funding.  

The fourth and final policy implementation of government funding is described in Figure 

4.9.The policy implementation involves a financial contribution from the government only 

adding to the income of the recycling facility modelled as a subsidy of a certain amount 

every year. This policy implementation does not result in any new loops, with government 

funding only adding to profit.  
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 Scientific model 

To quantify and actualise to some extent the effects the systems mapped out by flow charts 

and conceptual model above a scientific model is created and run in STELLA Architect® 

software.  

4.3.1 The model  

The STELLA Architect® model is structured like the conceptual model into collection and 

recycling modules.  

 

Figure 4.10 The collection module of the STELLA Architect® model. 

In Figure 4.10 the collection module of the STELLA Architect® model is presented 

following EEE through its lifecycle and into collection as WEEE. The forecast includes the 

data collected from Statistics Iceland for the relevant categories of EEE import (Hagstofa 

Íslands, 2016, 2018). The unknown historical values are created by scaling down import 

numbers Statistics Norway to fit the Icelandic market further explained in Appendix A 

(Statistics Norway, 2019). For baseline run of the simulation import of EEE is kept the same 

as last known value in 2017. The effect of different forecasts is explored in sensitivity 

analysis in later chapter 5.5.1.  
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Figure 4.11 The recycling module of the STELLA Architect® model. 

In Figure 4.11 the recycling module of the STELLA Architect® model is presented. Metal 

prices for the metals collected are based on world market averages for 2017 (Kitco, n.d.-a, 

n.d.-b; Macrotrends, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Statista, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e). The 

amount of metals per metric ton of WEEE are based on project description (see Appendix 

B) and the efficiency of collection is a linear progression from 2020 to the full efficiency of 

the process in 2030 (see Appendix A).  The initial investment and the amount that is taken 

as the loan is based on investments made in Umicore’s Hoboken facility, assuming that the 

investment needed to perform two thirds of the activities performed in Hoboken is roughly 

two thirds of the investment made in their facility (Hageluken, 2006). Running costs stem 

from interests on the loan and the extraction cost of the metals. Extraction cost includes the 

expenses of all day-to-day activity such as salaries, energy cost etc. and is determined by the 

amount of metals extracted from the WEEE. The cost is based on extraction costs for 

different ore grades of iron (see Appendix A for implementation into model)  (Dahmus & 

Gutowski, 2007; Gutowski et al., 2013).  
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Figure 4.12 Losses in the STELLA Architect® model. 

Figure 4.12 shows the losses tracked in the STELLA Architect® model. The contributors to 

losses are the 10% lost or damaged in shipping, the leakage fractions of 1% each year from 

the stocks of EEE in use or “on shelf”, the WEEE incorrectly disposed of determined by the 

collection percentage and the 3% lost in recycling from inefficiencies or mistakes each year. 

All WEEE before start of collection in the system in 2001 is considered as a loss.  

All formulas used to construct the STELLA Architect® model can be seen in Appendix C.  
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4.3.2 Model verification 

To verify the model simulation results for WEEE collected are compared to available historic 

data. Simulation is run on baseline conditions listed in Table 5.1 below. Data aquired from 

Sorpa on WEEE collected only spans the years of 2001-2017 so that is the only historic data 

compared to verify the model (Sorpa, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 

2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017; Sorpeyðing höfuðborgarsvæðisins bs, 2001, 2002).  

 

Figure 4.13 Simulated collection of WEEE in Iceland from 2001-2017 and historic values 

for comparison. 

In Figure 4.13 simulation results from 2001-2017 are compared to the historic values. The 

simulation result does not account for large fluctuation in the historic values this is caused 

by the simplification of logic surrounding the lifecycle of EEE: assumptions on initial values 

of stocks in use and kept on shelf, flowrates to and from said stocks, recycling percentage 

and the feature delaying EEE in use if import is drastically lower than the previous year. The 

largest impact on simulation result causing it to be almost linear is the recycling percentage, 

starting at 15% in 2001 at the beginning of collection in the system and reaching 80% in 

2050 following a positive linear slope. The fluctuations are caused by flowrates assumed for 

the different stocks along with the feature of slowing down flowrate from stocks in use most 

likely being the largest contributor to the fluctuations between 2009-2012.  
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Figure 4.14 Analysis on the relationship between simulated output and historic values. 

Figure 4.14 shows the results of a linear regression analysis performed on the simulation 

output and historic values. The r2 coefficient was 0,789 allowing the assumption that the 

model predicts ~78,9% of the historic values. However, it must be kept in mind that the 

timespan of data available is very limited compared to simulation run. 

The most prominent difference in historic values and simulation results for WEEE collected 

is from 2007-2015 seen in Figure 4.13. The simulation does not go through as large 

fluctuations as the historic values, but it goes through a similar pattern of fluctuations. Also, 

the simulation output lags and is behind the historic values by 1-2 years where the large 

fluctuations occur in historic values. The lag being 1-2 years and the simulation running 60 

years the lag is not considered to have a large impact on simulation results.  Considering this 

and the results of the linear regression analysis the simulation is a good enough prediction 

for WEEE collected and will be used in the following simulations. 
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5 Results from modelled projections 

In this chapter the simulation results will be presented for a baseline scenario and the policy 

implementations described in4.2.4. The model is run from 1990-2050 with recycling starting 

in 2020 and the structured on the assumptions in Appendix A. For all simulation scenarios 

results of interest are: Total revenue, import and collection and collection percentage (by the 

measurements provided by the EU).  

 Scenario 1: Baseline 

Baseline scenario is within the bounds of assumptions listed in Appendix A and values 

chosen for baseline simulation are further specified in Table 5.1 below.  

Table 5.1 Specified numbers for baseline simulation of system. 

Name of  

entity 

Baseline 

number 

Unit of  

measurement 

Type  

Import forecast 1990 3312 Metric ton per year Extrapolation on forecast  

Import forecast 2050 10146 Metric ton per year Extrapolation on forecast 

Stock of EEE imported 100 Metric ton Initial value in stock 

Stock of home appliances in use 15000 Metric ton Initial value in stock 

Stock of personal appliances 5000 Metric ton Initial value in stock  

Stock of professional appliances 500 Metric ton Initial value in stock 

Stock of short shelf delay 2000 Metric ton Initial value in stock 

Stock of decision shelf delay 5000 Metric ton Initial value in stock  

Stock of long shelf delay 700 Metric ton Initial value in stock 

    

 

First the measurement of success of the recycling facility is explored in Figure 5.1 below 

displaying the graph of total revenue. In this simulation the recycling of WEEE is successful 

before 2050 or around 2047. From 2030 the recycling is running with full efficiency (see 

Appendix A) and shortly after or around 2035 the graph shifts to a positive. In 2040 there is 

a clear distinction as the loan is paid in full and the only contributor to costs is running cost 

which has a positive linear slope resulting in a positive revenue of around 224 million US 

Dollars at the end of simulation.  
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Figure 5.1 Total revenue for baseline run of simulation. 

Looking away from the money aspect and focusing on the circularity of materials. Figure 

5.2 shows the graphs for EEE imported and WEEE collected. The graph for EEE imported 

has a large fluctuation around 2007-2010 but this fluctuation is less apparent in WEEE 

collected and the fluctuation is delayed starting around 2010. With increased recycling 

percentage the lines come closer together with time and at the end of simulation 6630 metric 

tons are collected. 

  

Figure 5.2 EEE imported and WEEE collected for baseline simulation. 

 Looking at how Iceland is doing by the EU’s standards, according to simulations seen in 

Figure 5.3 Iceland has a long way to go before reaching the EU’s target of 65% collection 

and only just reaches it before end of simulation. However, it should be noted that data on 

collection was only available from one operation collecting WEEE in Iceland. The data 

selected for import numbers are the categories corresponding to similar appliances as the 
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ones collected at this operation, user electronics used in homes and at perhaps smaller 

businesses, to come as close to seeing the difference in import/collection as possible.  

 

Figure 5.3 Collection percentage for Iceland as calculated by the EU compared to the 

target set for 2019.  

Although the volume contribution of the two categories of metals is drastically different, 

precious metals contributing a very small fraction of the weight, precious metals contributes 

almost all income as seen below in Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4 Cumulative profit from base and precious metals in baseline simulation.  

Summarizing results from baseline simulation, recycling WEEE can be profitable by 2050 

in this simulation with precious metals providing almost all income but Iceland has a long 

way to go to reach the EU’s target for collection.  
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 Scenario 2: Policy implementation financial 

compensation for turning in WEEE 

This simulation builds on the baseline scenario adding the factor of financially compensating 

for the turning in WEEE. This addition will influence two factors of the model in the 

following way: The financial compensation will add to the cost and increase the recycling 

percentage i.e. more WEEE will be disposed of correctly.  

The simulation was run with several values for financial compensation and added influx of 

WEEE into collection by raising the recycling percentage. For each 1000 US Dollars paid 

per metric ton there is an added influx of 5% into collection. Below in Figure 5.5 the 

simulation results of the scenario with 1000 US Dollars/metric ton as a compensation and 

that adding 5% into recycling percentage. This provides a positive revenue around the year 

2046 and at the end of simulation the total revenue is around 171 million US Dollars. 

Compared to baseline the revenue becomes positive a little later and at the end of simulation 

has a lower total revenue. This shows how the 5% influx into collection does not counteract 

the financial impact of compensating for WEEE turned in. However, author considers 1000 

US Dollars/metric ton to be a relatively low compensation. The compensation must be high 

enough to encourage people to bring in smaller electronics like telecommunication devices 

and computers as they contain the largest amount of precious metals. Considering that an 

equal amount could be paid for a 200-gram telecommunication device as a 70-kilogram 

washing machine 1000 US Dollars/metric ton is a very low compensation.  

  

Figure 5.5 Total revenue for simulation of scenario 2 with compensation of 1000 US 

Dollars/metric ton. 

Figure 5.6 shows how the added influx of 5% starting at 2020 into collection accelerates the 

circulation of materials, with the lines coming closer together than in baseline scenario with 

around 7000 metric tons being collected in 2050.  
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Figure 5.6 EEE imported and WEEE collected for simulation of scenario 2 with 

compensation of 1000 US Dollars/metric ton.  

The added collection results in better results by EU standards. As seen in Figure 5.7 below 

the EU’s target of 65% collection is reached earlier than in baseline simulation or around 

2046. 

 

Figure 5.7 Collection percentage for Iceland as calculated by the EU compared to the 

target set for 2019 for scenario 2 with 1000 US Dollars/metric ton compensation. 

Since compensating 1000 US Dollars/metric ton provided a positive revenue by 2050 several 

simulations were done to find the highest possible compensation returning a positive revenue 

by 2050. Compensating 2500 US Dollars/metric ton was the highest compensation found to 

return a positive revenue, simulation results can be seen in Figure 5.8 below the final revenue 

at the end of simulation being 46,2 million US Dollars.  
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Figure 5.8 Total revenue for simulation of scenario 2 with compensation of 2500 US 

Dollars/metric ton. 

Since the simulation adds 5% for each 1000 US Dollars spent per metric ton the 

compensation of 2500 US Dollars per metric ton adds 12,5% to the recycling percentage 

starting in 2020. In Figure 5.9 below the shift at 2020 is more noticeable than in previous 

simulation with 1000 US Dollars in Figure 5.6. The collection at the end of simulation is 

also substantially higher or 7660 metric tons.  

 

Figure 5.9 EEE imported and WEEE collected for simulation of scenario 2 with 

compensation of 2500 US Dollars/metric ton. 
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This policy implementation adding an influx to collection there is a better result against the 

EU’s standards reaching the target before the end of simulation, around 2040 as seen in 

Figure 5.10 below.  

 

Figure 5.10 Collection percentage for Iceland as calculated by the EU compared to the 

target set for 2019 for scenario 2 with 2500 US Dollars/metric ton compensation. 

 

Summarizing results from scenario 2, the policy implementation does not escalate the 

positive revenue substantially as the compensation for turning in WEEE counteracts the 

influx of more WEEE being collected in the system in the simulation run where 1000 US 

Dollars/metric ton was compensated. The influx does however escalate the circulation of the 

metals with the curve of WEEE faster approaching the curve of EEE imported and faster 

reaching the EU target. The compensation of 1000 US Dollars/metric ton is considered very 

low and for that reason more simulations were run to test how high the compensation could 

be while still returning a positive revenue by 2050 and the highest compensation simulated 

with a positive result was 2500 US Dollars/metric ton. Offering a higher amount per metric 

ton has a more obvious impact on the collection as it adds 12,5% to the collection compared 

to 5% for 1000 US Dollars. The simulation for 2500 US Dollars results in more WEEE being 

collected and reaching the EU goal much earlier or in 2040.  

 Scenario 3: Policy implementation WEEE 

imported 

Again, building on the baseline scenario this simulation will add an import feature. WEEE 

is imported from Norway at a very low cost adding to the WEEE collected. The model is set 

up to evaluate if there should be an import of 5000 metric tons/year, the decision is made if 

there is capacity available and if either one of two conditions is present: Running costs do 

not exceed 35 million US Dollars or total revenue is higher than 10 million US Dollars. All 

shipments of WEEE come at the price of 2 US Dollars/metric ton. 
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Figure 5.11 below displays the total revenue for scenario 3. The added amount of the import 

into collection returns a positive revenue by 2037, before the loan has been paid in full. By 

the end of simulation run the total revenue is 1,26 billion US Dollars.  

 

Figure 5.11 Total revenue for simulation of scenario 3. 

Figure 5.12 below shows the import of EEE and collection of WEEE with the added import 

of WEEE from Norway. When there is a decision made there is a large increase in the WEEE 

collected and looking at the figure there is a very unstable period between 2025 and 2033. 

The frequent switch from importing to not importing is caused by the condition of running 

cost not being allowed to exceed 35 million US Dollars since the revenue has not yet become 

positive as seen in Figure 5.11 above. As costs go down with increased efficiency, the 

operation reaching full efficiency in 2030, the frequency of import goes up and finally there 

is constant import from 2033 and until the end of simulation.  

 

Figure 5.12 EEE imported and WEEE collected with import for simulation of scenario 3. 
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Summarizing simulation results for scenario 3 the large influx of materials to collection 

causes the total revenue to become positive much earlier than previous simulations, even 

before the loan is paid in full. The frequency of import increases as the operation reaches 

full efficiency because of lower running costs having an impact on the decision. As running 

costs go down and the revenue becomes positive there is a steady import of 5000 metric tons 

per year. 

 Scenario 4: Policy implementation 

government funding 

The fourth scenario is a the modeled with an influx of 10 million US Dollars per year as a 

funding from the government. This scenario is modelled both on its own and in combination 

with the second scenario of compensating for bringing in WEEE.  

Looking at Figure 5.13 the total revenue becomes positive fairly early or around 2043. By 

the end of modelled projection, the total revenue is 524 million US Dollars.  

 

Figure 5.13 Total revenue for simulation of scenario 4.  

With the added financial flexibility of the operation provided by the government funding, 

this scenario is modelled in combination with scenario 2 to incentivize the collection of 

WEEE. In Figure 5.14 the scenario is paired with financial compensation of 2500 US 

Dollars/metric ton. The higher amount from scenario 2 was chosen to spark more collection 

of WEEE and as seen in the figure below there is positive revenue by 2045 and the total 

revenue at the end of simulation is 346 million US Dollars. Only total revenue will be 

provided for this projection as it has the same effect on collection as in scenario 2, seen in 

Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.14 Total revenue for scenario 4 with the added compensation for turning in 

WEEE 2500 US Dollars/metric ton. 

With a positive outcome from compensating 2500 US Dollar/metric ton the amount possible 

to compensate with a positive revenue was explored. In Figure 5.15 the total revenue with 

the highest compensation found with a positive outcome is displayed, the compensation 

being 5000 US Dollars/metric ton. The revenue becomes positive just before 2050 or in the 

second half of 2049 and the revenue at the end of simulation is 19,6 million US Dollars.  

 

 

Figure 5.15 Total revenue for scenario 4 with the added compensation for turning in 

WEEE 5000 US Dollars/metric ton. 

In the system compensating 5000 US Dollars/metric ton provides an added 25% to the 

collection percentage starting at 2020 as seen in Figure 5.16. With this policy 

implementation the collection comes much closer to the import with 8280 metric tons 

collected at the end of simulation.  
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Figure 5.16 EEE imported and WEEE collected with import for simulation of scenario 4 

with compensation of 5000 US Dollars/metric ton.  

With the increase of collection percentage from 2020 there is a very noticeable difference in 

collection percentage as seen in Figure 5.17 below. This policy implementation provides the 

best results for the EU collection standard of all scenarios reaching the EU’s target in 2032.  

 

 

Figure 5.17 Collection percentage for Iceland as calculated by the EU compared to the 

target set for 2019 for scenario 4 with 5000 US Dollars/metric ton compensation. 

Summarizing simulation results for scenario 4 the policy implementation of funding from 

government returns a positive revenue by 2038. With the operation becoming successful so 

soon and with added financial flexibility the scenario was modelled with the policy 

implementation from scenario 2 compensating both 2500 US Dollars/metric ton and the 

highest compensation modelled returning a positive revenue 5000 US Dollars/metric ton. 
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Compensating 5000 US Dollars/metric ton gave the best results for collection and EU 

collection percentage yet, that had a positive revenue by 2050.  

 Sensitivity analysis 

With all simulations being successful sensitivity analysis is performed on the focus point of 

the study, total revenue. Following are the results of sensitivity analysis of the key 

parameters impacting the total revenue in all four scenarios.  

5.5.1 Forecasts of import for 2050 

Forecast for 2018-2050 is created by forecasting the import for 2050 and allowing the import 

to follow a slope from 2017-2050 connecting the known value in 2017 and the forecast in 

2050. Figure 5.18 shows the sensitivity analysis for total revenue with five forecasts ranging 

from 4000 metric tons in 2050 to 16000. The scenarios most negatively impacted by the 

lowest forecasts are the scenarios with the largest costs or less flow into collection. Scenario 

2 with financial compensation of 2500 US Dollars/metric ton (c in figure) and scenario 4 

with financial compensation of 5000 US Dollars/metric ton (g in figure) have negative 

results for the first two runs of the sensitivity analysis with forecasts of 4000 and 7000 metric 

tons imported in 2050. Other scenarios also negatively impacted by low forecasts are the 

baseline scenario (a in figure) and scenario 2 with financial compensation of 1000 US 

Dollars/metric ton both scenarios have a negative total revenue for the first run of sensitivity 

analysis with 4000 metric tons imported in 2050, as they have less flow into collection than 

other scenarios. The scenarios less impacted by the forecast are the scenarios where there is 

either a large influx of income or WEEE into collection, but the costs are not particularly 

high. Scenario 3 where WEEE is imported from Norway (d in figure) and scenario 4 (e in 

figure) had all runs of the forecast with positive total revenues.  
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a. Base run 

 
b. Scenario 2 with 1000 US Dollars/metric 

ton compensation 

 
c. Scenario 2 with 2500 US Dollars/metric 

ton compensation 

 
d. Scenario 3 import of WEEE from 

Norway 

 
e. Scenario 4 Government support 

 
f. Scenario 4 Government support and 2500 

US Dollars/metric ton compensation 

 
g. Scenario 4 Government support and 

5000 US Dollars/metric ton 

compensation 

 

Figure 5.18 Sensitivity analysis on impact of forecast for import in 2050 on total revenue. 
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Besides impacting the total revenue all sensitivity analyses impact the amount imported in 

scenario 3. Below in Table 5.2 the amounts of WEEE imported is displayed for the five runs 

of sensitivity analysis. There is not a large difference in the import between forecasts but for 

lower forecasts of import the effect of running cost is less and for higher forecasts the 

revenue becomes positive earlier, which explains why runs 3 and 4 of 10.000 and 13.000 

metric tons being imported respectively have less import in the simulation. 

 Table 5.2 Amount of WEEE imported from Norway in sensitivity analysis of forecast. 

Forecast [Metric ton] Imported in simulation [Metric tons] 

4000 120.000 

7000 120.000 

10000 110.000 

13000 110.000 

16000 115.000 

 

5.5.2 Investment/Loan amount 

The assumption of the loan amount is a very rough estimate and therefore sensitivity analysis 

is performed on the loan amount making 5 sample runs between the amounts of 100 million 

US Dollars and 1 billion US Dollars. 

Figure 5.19 below shows the impact of different loan amounts on the total revenue. The only 

two scenarios that had positive revenues for all runs of sensitivity analysis were scenario 3 

(d in figure) and scenario 4 (e in figure). Both scenarios have a large influx of resources, 

scenario 3 has a large influx of materials (at a low cost) and scenario 4 a large influx of 

funds. The scenarios that are most negatively impacted by high investments are the scenarios 

with high costs, scenario 2 with 2500 US Dollars/metric ton compensation (c in figure) and 

scenario 4 with 5000 US Dollars/metric ton compensation (g in figure) all having a negative 

total revenue at the end of simulation for runs 4 and 5 with 775 million US Dollars and 1 

billion US Dollars in investment respectively. The baseline (a in figure), scenario 2 with 

1000 US Dollars/metric ton compensation (b in figure) and scenario 4 with 2500 US 

Dollars/metric ton compensation (f in figure) all had a negative total revenue at the end of 

simulation for an investment of 1 billion US Dollars, other runs of those scenarios were 

successful.  
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a. Base run 

 
b. Scenario 2 with 1000 US Dollars/metric ton 

compensation 

 

 
c. Scenario 2 with 2500 US Dollars/metric ton 

compensation 

 
d. Scenario 3 import of WEEE from Norway 

 

 
e. Scenario 4 Government support 

 
f. Scenario Government support and 2500 US 

Dollars/metric ton compensation 

 

 
g. Scenario 4 Government support and 5000 

US Dollars/metric ton compensation 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Sensitivity analysis for impact of loan amount on total revenue.  

Table 5.3 below shows how much WEEE was imported for the five runs of sensitivity 

analysis. The interests of the loan are categorized as running costs and since the decision to 

import WEEE is based on running costs the higher loans result in less import.  
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Table 5.3 Amount of WEEE imported from Norway in sensitivity analysis of loan amount.  

Loan amount [US Dollars] Imported in simulation [Metric tons] 

100 million 155.000 

325 million 155.000 

550 million 140.000 

775 million 110.000 

1 billion 95.000 

 

5.5.3 Metal prices  

Metal prices being very volatile a sensitivity analysis was performed allowing metals to take 

five different values within the ranges specified for each metal in Table 5.4 below. The 

ranges selected were an extreme low and extreme high value chosen with historical data as 

a reference (Kitco, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Macrotrends, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Statista, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 

2018d, 2018e).  

Table 5.4 Ranges run in sensitivity analysis for metal prices.  

Metal Price range [US Dollars/Kilogram] 

Gold 30.000-50.000 

Silver 400-700 

Platinum Group Metals 9.000-50.000 

Copper 2-10 

Tin 10-30 

Nickel 5-20 

 

The scenarios returning a positive revenue for all runs of sensitivity analysis were scenarios 

3 (d in figure) and 4 (e in figure) as seen in Figure 5.20 below. This is similar to previous 

results of sensitivity analysis as the large influx of materials with little cost and funding 

provides a better total revenue at the end of simulation. All other scenarios had negative 

values for total revenue for the lowest prices of metals, and the baseline run (a in figure), 

scenario 2 with both 1000 and 2500 US Dollars/metric ton as compensation (b and c in 

figure) and scenario 4 with 5000 US Dollars/metric ton compensation all had negative total 

revenue at the end of simulation for the two lowest prices in the analysis.  
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a. Base run 

 
b. Scenario 2 with 1000 US Dollars/metric 

ton compensation 

 
c. Scenario 2 with 2500 US Dollars/metric 

ton compensation 

 
d. Scenario 3 import of WEEE from 

Norway 

 
e. Scenario 4 Government support 

 
f. Scenario Government support and 2500 

US Dollars/metric ton compensation 

 
g. Scenario 4 Government support and 

5000 US Dollars/metric ton 

compensation 

 

Figure 5.20 Sensitivity analysis for impact of metal prices on total revenue.  
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Table 5.5 below shows how metal prices have little to no effect on the amount imported 

although impacting the total revenue substantially.  

Table 5.5 Amount of WEEE imported from Norway in sensitivity analysis of metal prices.  

Runs from low to high metal prices Imported in simulation [Metric tons] 

Run 1 110.000 

Run 2 110.000 

Run 3 110.000 

Run 4 110.000 

Run 5 120.000 

 

5.5.4 Summary of sensitivity analysis 

The scenarios most sensitive to change in the parameters tested were the scenarios with the 

largest costs, scenario 2 and scenario 4 with compensation. This could be expected as the 

simulations were made in order to find the tolerance limit for compensation for turning in 

WEEE. The scenarios least sensitive to change are scenario 3 where WEEE is imported and 

scenario 4 where the government funds the operation. Both scenarios have a large influx of 

resources at little cost. Between the three sensitivity analyses performed above the loan 

amount had the biggest impact on how much import there is in the simulation. This stems 

from the decision to import being determined by either total revenue or running costs both 

also affected by the loan.  

6 Discussion 

In this chapter the model construction will be discussed, assumptions made based on various 

sources, its strengths and shortcomings. Secondly policy creation will be discussed putting 

the policies into context with the environment in which they theoretically would be enforced 

and possible obstacles. Finally, further research on the subject will be suggested.  

 Comments on the model 

The model is a very simplified representation of the EEE market in Iceland and the collection 

and local processing of WEEE after collection. The model is built with the intent of 

determining whether the processing of WEEE is a viable option, a decision based on the 

operations financial position in the year 2050 or after 30 years of operating. Assumptions 

are made based on information from various sources to simulate the lifecycle of EEE and 

the processing of WEEE in the model. Following is a discussion on the model’s strengths 

and shortcomings and the assumptions used in the construction of the model.  
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The model is a very simplified representation of a large system with complicated influences. 

Technological advances, EEE global market, EEE local market, global economy, local 

economy, consumer behavior and global metal market are among influencers either 

simplified or disregarded in order to obtain a composite model. The information incorporated 

into the model comes from various sources and assumptions are made to better serve the 

purpose of this project. The model’s strength is its simplicity. Modelling a problem with so 

many dynamic factors in micro and macro environments calls for large assumptions and 

simplifications to make decisions. If presented with better information whether in the form 

of data or better grounds for assumptions that can easily be implemented for more accurate 

results as the scientific model simulated with STELLA Architect® is simple and can easily 

be modified to suit new information. The verification of the model performed in previous 

chapter 4.3.2 verifies the first module of the model, the collection module, that is if presented 

with the amount of EEE imported to Iceland the model can predict the collection of WEEE 

with 78-79% accuracy. This allows for the assumption that the supply of raw material for 

subsequent processing is somewhat accurate. 

The verification of the model only verifies that the collection of raw materials is somewhat 

accurate. However, the second module of the module is purely based on assumptions as there 

is not a precedent for the processing covered in this project in Iceland. The ins and outs of 

investment, daily running and upkeep of the processing facility is very simplified 

summarizing the key costs into a few simple variables to decide on whether it could be 

successful. This is the largest shortcoming of the model covered in more detail in following 

chapters.  

6.1.1 Collection module 

The collection module consists of the import of EEE fed by a forecast, the three stocks of 

EEE in use, the three shelves and finally the stock of collected WEEE. The division of stocks 

for EEE in use and on shelf allows for differentiating lifecycles between different categories 

of EEE assumptions made on the different lifecycles is built on “common-sense logic”. 

Initial values for the anthropogenic stocks of EEE in use and “on shelf” was based on the 

percentage of import the category of appliance contributed and the dwell time in the stocks. 

The estimate is a rather large assumption but not analyzed for sensitivity as the length of run 

time is considered to lessen the effect of these assumptions.   

The feature of prolonging the time in use if import dramatically decreases between years 

allowed for better accuracy in the verification of the model. However, forecasts for 2018-

2050 are only linear and do not have the fluctuation between years like historic values for 

import between 1999-2017. These fluctuations are hard to predict and are not within the 

scope of this thesis stemming from all variations of influences: economic, political and every 

other influence in macro or micro environment.  

6.1.2 Recycling module 

Initially the intention was to create a production line to process WEEE but upon further 

inspection not enough information was available for such a feat. Information on capacity of 

machinery and a price point was hard to come by and after careful contemplation the decision 

to simplify the system was made. Estimation of capacity and price points for machinery used 

for processing WEEE would potentially have had the same if not more impact of the system 
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as the simplification made and offered more work. The conclusion was to use numbers 

provided by advisors in the problem description for the amount of metals that could be 

extracted per metric ton of WEEE and not to make any assumptions on the production line 

other than it would be of the pyrometallurgical sort, similar to the one in Belgium mentioned 

in 2.1.3,  and to exclude the final stage of refining the metals.  

One large assumption made was the decision to keep metal prices at a constant. Metal prices 

are very volatile, and an attempt was not made to include that behavior in the model. Instead, 

metal prices are kept at a constant as the average price worldwide for 2017 an assumption 

that was considered rather conservative. 

There are two major contributors to cost: Loan down payment and running cost. This is a 

very simplified representation of reality and for that reason it is further explored in sensitivity 

analysis. Running cost is composed of two factors the extraction cost, joining the costs of 

labour, taxes, energy and all other day-to-day costs of running the facility in the 

measurement of cost in U.S. dollars per kilogram of the metals extracted, and the interests 

of the loan. The system only has one very large investment constituting to the loan, although 

perhaps in reality this would be done gradually over time by reinvesting in the facility.  

 Policy creation  

Policy creation for the policies applied in different scenarios of the simulation was built on 

common practice. The first policy implementation of financially compensating users for 

bringing in their WEEE is well known and incentivizes Icelanders today to collect and bring 

in drinking bottles and cans. The second policy implementation of importing waste is a way 

to utilize the extra capacity provided by a large investment. The third policy implementation 

of government funding is a rather natural development as a facility collecting and processing 

WEEE would affect collection rates and would have to comply with the EU’s standards. 

Consequentially a facility recycling WEEE would influence Iceland’s policies on WEEE 

and complicate current reporting to the EU on Iceland’s adherence to the WEEE directive. 

This thesis has not outlined in what way Iceland is enforcing the WEEE directive as it is not 

clear to author how importers or third parties acting on behalf of producers are contributing 

to the collection of WEEE in Iceland. However, it is assumed that the government has a hand 

in it and therefore funds would come from there.  

It is clear that some action has to be taken in order to comply with the EU’s increased 

standards for collection. Iceland is according to simulations a long way away from reaching 

the EU’s target of collecting 65% of EEE imported in 2016-2018 in the year of 2019. 

Currently, there are initiatives being run none of which include the policy implementations 

run in simulations. A car driving around Reykjavík collecting hazardous materials including 

smaller WEEE is one initiative prominent today (Reykjavíkurborg, n.d.). Iceland is taking 

action and working towards the target set by the WEEE directive. 
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 Further research 

The model created for this thesis would benefit from several adjustments and additions: 

• Data on anthropogenic stocks at the begin of simulation would make the model 

more accurate  

 

• A module forecasting the import of EEE based on GDP or other indicators for 

economic situation would make the model more agile and make the input to the 

model a more accessible metric  

 

• A module forecasting the development of metal prices based on past metal prices 

and availability on world market would give give better estimates of income and 

aid in understanding of demand for the metals extracted 

 

• More detailed financial planning 

 

• Evaluation of different recycling processes  

7 Conclusions 

Currently, the waste stream of WEEE is growing very rapidly and is of great concern. To 

combat the hazardous effects that the waste stream can have if improperly treated, large 

political forces such as the EU have legislated the channels through which this waste stream 

should go and delegated responsibilities to the primary producers of EEE products. Iceland 

being a part of the EEA has incorporated these legislations into national laws and therefore 

must abide by the legislation by reaching specific targets of WEEE collection. Iceland 

collects WEEE, but currently almost no treating of the WEEE is performed locally. There is 

an opportunity in incentivizing collection of WEEE and extracting metals from the waste 

stream, as it contains metals in higher concentrations than their original ores and metals have 

an economical value. However, there must be an economic incentive for extracting those 

metals as it involves large investments. Simulation results from the IceWEEE model created 

in this thesis showed that there is a financial opportunity in recycling WEEE in Iceland as 

all simulation runs returned a positive revenue for the operation by 2050. Policy 

implementations such as compensating consumers for bringing in their WEEE, importing 

WEEE from Norway and government support further aided the effort and minimized the 

effects of variability in costs and profits. The main contribution of this thesis is a system 

dynamics approach for further exploration of performing WEEE recycling in Iceland and to 

aid in decision making.  
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Appendix A - Assumptions 

1. EEE and WEEE is measured in metric tons. 

 

2. The simulation run time is 1990-2050 with dt=1/52. 

 

3. Import of EEE for the years 1999-2017 to Iceland is based on numbers provided by 

Statistic Iceland on import. Only categories 751, 752, 759, 761, 762, 763, 764, 772, 

775 and 776 if the SITC categorization are included as they contain EEE in homes 

and smaller EEE in businesses.  

 

4. For forecasting the data not available numbers for import from the Norway Statistics 

in the year 1990 and 1999 are used. Data from Norway Statistics is only provided in 

two digit SITC categorization so an average percentage contribution of the three digit 

categories excluded in data from Statistics Iceland is deducted from the 

corresponding two digit category data from Statistics Norway allowing an estimate 

of corresponding numbers from Norway. These estimated numbers from 1990 and 

1999 are then used to extrapolate the Icelandic numbers from 1999. The estimated  

1990 numbers for Norway are 49% of the 1999 numbers so the 1990 value for Iceland 

is 49% of that from 1999.  

 

 

5. All EEE is categorized into 3 categories 

 

• Home appliances: Categories 761, 762, 763, 772, 775 and 776 in SITC 

categorization. 

 

• Personal appliances: Categories 752 and 764 in SITC categorization.  

 

• Professional appliances: Categories 751 and 759 in SITC categorization.   

 

 

6. Division into categories is in ratios as follows 

 

• Home appliances 74,1% 

 

• Personal appliances 13,6% 

 

• Professional appliances 2,3% 

This is based on numbers from Statistics Iceland on SITC categories listed in 6. and 

is the average percentage contribution to total of all categories with 10% of all 

imported EEE going to losses.  
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7. Every year a portion from each category flows out. This in done in order to randomize 

the outflow from the stocks. For each category the flowrate is: 

 

• Home appliances in use/8 years 

 

• Personal appliances in use/4 years  

 

• Professional appliances in use/5 years  

 

8. If import of EEE is less than 70% than that of the previous year the flowrate from 

the stocks in use are slowed down by adding 5 years to the denominator of flowrate. 

 

9. When EEE is no longer in use it enters a shelf delaying it from making its way into 

collection. There are 3 different shelves for the 3 different categories: 

 

• Shelf with short delay to which home appliances fallen out of use flow. 

 

• Shelf with decision to which personal appliances fallen out of use flow. 

 

• Shelf with long delay to which professional appliances fallen out of use flow. 

 

10. The flowrate from the shelves are as listed: 

 

• Shelf with short delay/2 years. 

 

• Shelf with long delay/7 years. 

 

• Shelf with decision delay/X years where X takes different values over the 

running time as seen in Figure 0.1 below. 
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Figure 0.1 Value of X over running time of simulation.  

 

11. There is a 1% loss from all stocks of EEE in use and on shelf every year. 

 

12. Collection of WEEE starts in 2001. 

 

13. Upon entering the stock of WEEE collected for recycling the amount is multiplied 

by a collection percentage indicating how much of WEEE reaches correct collection 

points. What is leftover goes to loss. Recycling percentage indicator can be seen in 

figure below.  

 

Figure 0.2 Collection percentage for WEEE. 

14. Recycling of WEEE starts in 2020. 

 

15. There is 3% loss in recycling. 

 

16. All steps of recycling WEEE are performed locally except for refining.  
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17. Recycling process has the capacity of 300.000 metric tons/year. 

 

18. WEEE is assumed to contain 

 

• Gold 50-300 grams per metric ton. 

 

• Silver 100-300 grams per metric ton. 

 

• Copper 70-100 kilograms per metric ton. 

 

• Platinum Group Metals 10-30 grams per metric ton . 

 

• Nickel 5-10 kilograms per metric ton. 

 

• Tin 10 kilograms per metric ton 

According to project description. 

19. The recycling process reaches full capacity in 2030, collecting the higher bound of 

metals in WEEE in project description. The progress from 2020 is a linear slope from 

lower to upper bounds of metals in WEEE. See Figure 0.3 below. 
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Figure 0.3 Efficiency over time in metal collection. 

 

20. Metal prices are the average price of the metals world wide in 2017 for gold, silver, 

copper, tin and nickel (Statista, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e). For platinum 

group metals it is the average of London PM Fix prices and average closing prices 

for platinum and palladium (Kitco, n.d.-a, n.d.-b; Macrotrends, n.d.-a, n.d.-b) 

 

21. Precious metals have a net profit of 91% of the metals value.  

 

 

22. Base metals have a net profit of 83% of the metals value.  
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23. Full scale recycling facility is assumed to cost 1 billion US Dollars in intial 

investments since only 2 out of 3 recycling steps are performed in the process 

simulated the initial investment is 2/3 of the assumed investment in a full scale 

operation, rounded up to 700 million US Dollars (Hageluken, 2006).    

 

24. The investment is in the form of a 20 year loan carrying a 5% interest annually.  

 

25. The loan is paid in 20 even payments but interest rate adds to running cost of facility. 

 

26. Running cost consitutes of the interest rate of loan and the extraction cost of metals. 

 

27. Extraction costs are modelled as a linear rate of the amount extracted per metric ton 

with values from Table 0.1 as seen in Figure 0.4 

Table 0.1 Extraction cost of metals 

Amount of metals extracted from WEEE 

[Kilogram/Metric ton] 

Extraction cost  

[US Dollars/Kilogram extracted] 

250-50 3-10 

15-1 25-100 

1-0,2 50-500 

0,2-0,02 300-1000 

0,02-0,001 500-2000 
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Figure 0.4 Extraction costs relationship with kilogram amount extracted per metric ton. 
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Appendix B – Problem description 

Urban mining I: Industrial recovery of very valuable metals from 
electronics in Iceland, a feasibility and profitability study 

 

Master theses suggestion for students in Industrial Engineering 
Supervisors; Prof. Harald Sverdrup and Dr. Anna Hulda Olofsdottir 

 

If you are interested, contact us:  
Harald:  +46 708 855 683, hus@hi.is,    

Anna: anna.huldaolafsdottir@gmail.com        
Time; during 2017 

 

Electronic waste in Iceland and the Scandinavia 
Every year, about 1,000 ton of electronics scrap is collected in Iceland. Everything is exported, to 

Sweden (Boliden Rönnskärsverket, Sundsvall) Belgium (UMICORE, Antwerp) or China (Batou, 

China) for disposal and potentially recycling. From Norway, 

15,000 ton of electronics scrap is also exported for disposal 

and potential recycling to China. From Sweden, the amounts 

crapped every year is 30,000 ton, from Denmark 20,000 ton. 

Some of this is recycled in Sweden. Electronic waste 

contains several interesting metals of great value. Here are 

some picks from a list: 

 

• Gold (50-300 g per ton) 

• Silver (100-300 g per ton) 

• Copper (70-100 kg per ton) 

• Platinum Group metals (10-30 g per ton) 

• Germanium (10-30 g per ton) 

• Gallium (10-30 g per ton) 

• Europium (10-30 g per ton) 

• Nickel (5-10 kg per ton) 

• Tin (10 kg per ton) 
 

 

 

 
 

mailto:hus@hi.is
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In 1,000 ton of scrap typical grades would be corresponding to something like 50-300 kg gold per 

year, 100-300 kg silver per year, 70-100 ton of copper. For 6,000 ton of electronic scrap the amounts 

would be correspondingly larger.  

 

 

 

The electronic scrap is first mechanically treated to sort the waste into largely three fractions: 

 

• Plastics and combustable material 

• Ferrous metals are taken out by magnetic separation 

• Non-ferrous metals 
 

The metal coarse mix is either chemically dissolved or first washed in a rotary kiln (Like a cement 

oven) with molten copper, sometimes with iron or lead to capture all the valuable metals. Copper 

extraction is one of the methods that works the best.  

 

The challenge - The task to solve  

Assume we want to test if we can recycle the electronics scrap in Iceland, using Icelandic scrap only. 

Test the scenario that we can get 1/3 of the Norwegian scrap in addition (That is one OBO-transport 

ship with 5,000 ton) The challenge is to analyse the feasibility of recovery of valuable metals in 

Iceland from an industrial engineering perspective. Use system analysis perspective and to construct 

a system dynamics model to assess the potential effort needed to do such a job, the technical 

infrastructure that exists here ad what needs to be constructed, energy needs and costs in terms of 

investments. Assess what it would take to create a profitable operation. Find out how much valuables 

are there in the Icelandic material. Design a plant that can process it a check if it can be profitable at 

1,000 ton of electronic scrap per year or at 6,000 ton per year of electronic scrap. 
 

Material 
name 

Content (% of total 
weight) 

Weight of material in 
computer (kg) 

Use Location 

Plastics 23 6.26 Insulation Cable, Housing 

Lead 6.3 1.72 Metal joining Funnel glass in CRTs, PWB 

Aluminum 14 3.86 Structural, Conductivity Housing, CRT, PWB, connectors 

Germanium 0.0016 < 0.1 Semiconductor PWBs 

Gallium 0.0013 < 0.1 Semiconductor PWBs 

Tin 1 0.27 Metal joining PWBs, CRTs 

Copper 6.9 1.91 Conductivity CRTs, PWBs, connectors 

Nickel 0.85 0.23 Structural, Magnetivity Housing, CRT, PWB 

Zinc 2.2 0.6 Battery, Phosphor emitter PWB, CRT 

Tantalum 0.02 < 0.1 Capacitor Capacitors/PWB, power supply 

Indium 0.0016 < 0.1 Transistor, rectifier PWB 

Vanadium 0.0002 < 0.1 Red Phosphor emitter CRT 

Gold  0.002-0.02 < 0.1 Connectivity, Conductivity Cables, boards, ontacts, chips 

Europium 0.0002 < 0.1 Phosphor activator PWB 

Titanium 0.02 < 0.1 Pigment, alloying Housing 

Ruthenium 0.002 < 0.1 Resistive circuit PWB 

Cobalt 0.02 < 0.1 Structural, Magnetivity Housing, CRT, PWB 

PGMs 0.002 < 0.1 Connectivity, Conductivity PWB, connectors 

Silver 0.019 < 0.1 Conductivity Conductivity/PWB, connectors 

Antinomy 0.0094 < 0.1 Diodes Housing, PWB, CRT 
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Bismuth 0.0063 < 0.1 Wetting agent in thick film PWB 

Selenium 0.0016 0.00044 Rectifiers rectifiers/PWB 

Niobium 0.0002 < 0.1 Welding Housing 

Yttrium 0.0002 < 0.1 Red Phosphor emitter CRT 
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Appendix C – Stella equations 

Scenario 1 - Baseline 

Top-Level Model: 

BM_recovered(t) = BM_recovered(t - dt) + (BM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT BM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickel_per_ton+tin_per_ton+copper_per_ton) 

Decision_shelf(t) = Decision_shelf(t - dt) + (Personal_put_on_shelf - personal_discarded_of 

- LF_DS) * dt 

    INIT Decision_shelf = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_put_on_shelf = Personal_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        personal_discarded_of = Decision_shelf/(Years_on_dec_shelf) 

        LF_DS = 0,01*Decision_shelf/LF_time 

EEE_imported(t) = EEE_imported(t - dt) + (import - Electronics_put_to_market) * dt 

    INIT EEE_imported = 100 

    INFLOWS: 

        import = Forecast 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Electronics_put_to_market = EEE_imported/Years_in_EEE_imported 

HOME(t) = HOME(t - dt) + (Home_sold - Home_fallen_out_of_use - LF_H) * dt 

    INIT HOME = 15000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_sold = 0,741*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Home_fallen_out_of_use = HOME/(Years_in_home+if_hard_times) 

        LF_H = 0,01*HOME/LF_time 

Loan(t) = Loan(t - dt) + ( - Downpayment) * dt 

    INIT Loan = 700000000 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Downpayment = Delay_start_of_payment*(INIT(Loan)/Length_of_loan) 

Long_shelf(t) = Long_shelf(t - dt) + (prof_put_on_shelf - prof_discarded_of - LF_LS) * dt 

    INIT Long_shelf = 700 

    INFLOWS: 

        prof_put_on_shelf = Professional_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        prof_discarded_of = Long_shelf/(Years_on_long_shelf) 

        LF_LS = 0,01*Long_shelf/LF_time 

Net_Profit_from_BM(t) = Net_Profit_from_BM(t - dt) + (BM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_BM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_sold = 

0,83*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickelprice*nickel_per_ton+tinprice*tin

_per_ton+copperprice*copper_per_ton) 

Net_Profit_from_PM(t) = Net_Profit_from_PM(t - dt) + (PM_sold) * dt 
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    INIT Net_Profit_from_PM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_sold = 

0,91*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(gold_per_ton*goldprice+platinum_grou

p_per_ton*platinum_group_price+silver_per_ton*silverprice) 

PERSONAL(t) = PERSONAL(t - dt) + (Personal_sold - Personal_fallen_out_of_use - 

LF_P) * dt 

    INIT PERSONAL = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_sold = 0,136*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Personal_fallen_out_of_use = PERSONAL/(Years_in_personal+if_hard_times) 

        LF_P = 0,01*PERSONAL/LF_time 

PM_recovered(t) = PM_recovered(t - dt) + (PM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT PM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(platinum_group_per_ton+gold_per_ton+silve

r_per_ton) 

PROFESSIONAL(t) = PROFESSIONAL(t - dt) + (Professional_sold - 

Professional_fallen_out_of_use - LF_Pr) * dt 

    INIT PROFESSIONAL = 500 

    INFLOWS: 

        Professional_sold = 0,023*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Professional_fallen_out_of_use = 

PROFESSIONAL/(Years_in_professional+if_hard_times) 

        LF_Pr = 0,01*PROFESSIONAL/LF_time 

Short_shelf_delay(t) = Short_shelf_delay(t - dt) + (Home_put_on_shelf - 

home_discarded_of - LF_SS) * dt 

    INIT Short_shelf_delay = 2000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_put_on_shelf = Home_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        home_discarded_of = Short_shelf_delay/(Years_on_short_shelf) 

        LF_SS = 0,01*Short_shelf_delay/LF_time 

Total_revenue(t) = Total_revenue(t - dt) + (Sum_income - Total_cost) * dt 

    INIT Total_revenue = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        Sum_income = PM_sold+BM_sold 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Total_cost = (Downpayment+Running_cost) 

trash(t) = trash(t - dt) + (thrown_away) * dt 

    INIT trash = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        thrown_away = 

0,1*Electronics_put_to_market+(LF_H+LF_P+LF_Pr)+(LF_SS+LF_DS+LF_LS)+(1-

Collection_percentage)*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof_discarded_of)+
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LF_R+Lost_before_start_of_collection*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof

_discarded_of) 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t) = WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t - dt) + 

(WEEE_disposed_of_correctly - WEEE_recycled - LF_R) * dt 

    INIT WEEE_collected_for_recycling = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        WEEE_disposed_of_correctly = 

Delay_start_of_collection*Collection_percentage*(personal_discarded_of+home_discarde

d_of+prof_discarded_of) 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        WEEE_recycled = capacity_for_recycling/Years_in_collection 

        LF_R = 0,03*WEEE_collected_for_recycling/LF_time 

capacity_for_recycling = IF(WEEE_collected_for_recycling>300000) THEN 300000 

ELSE WEEE_collected_for_recycling 

Collection_percentage = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2000,00, 0,000), (2001,00, 0,150), (2050,00, 0,800) 

Copper_cost = GRAPH(copper_per_ton) 

(50,0, 10,00), (250,0, 3,00) 

copper_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 70,0), (2030,00, 100,0), (2050,00, 100,0) 

copperprice = 6,17 

Delay_start_of_collection = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (1991,00, 0,0), (1992,00, 0,0), (1993,00, 0,0), (1994,00, 0,0), (1995,00, 0,0), 

(1996,00, 0,0), (1997,00, 0,0), (1998,00, 0,0), (1999,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), (2001,00, 1,0), 

(2002,00, 1,0), (2003,00, 1,0), (2004,00, 1,0), (2005,00, 1,0), (2006,00, 1,0), (2007,00, 1,0), 

(2008,00, 1,0), (2009,00, 1,0), (2010,00, 1,0), (2011,00, 1,0), (2012,00, 1,0), (2013,00, 1,0), 

(2014,00, 1,0), (2015,00, 1,0), (2016,00, 1,0), (2017,00, 1,0), (2018,00, 1,0), (2019,00, 1,0), 

(2020,00, 1,0), (2021,00, 1,0), (2022,00, 1,0), (2023,00, 1,0), (2024,00, 1,0), (2025,00, 1,0), 

(2026,00, 1,0), (2027,00, 1,0), (2028,00, 1,0), (2029,00, 1,0), (2030,00, 1,0), (2031,00, 1,0), 

(2032,00, 1,0), (2033,00, 1,0), (2034,00, 1,0), (2035,00, 1,0), (2036,00, 1,0), (2037,00, 1,0), 

(2038,00, 1,0), (2039,00, 1,0), (2040,00, 1,0), (2041,00, 1,0), (2042,00, 1,0), (2043,00, 1,0), 

(2044,00, 1,0), (2045,00, 1,0), (2046,00, 1,0), (2047,00, 1,0), (2048,00, 1,0), (2049,00, 1,0), 

(2050,00, 1,0) 

Delay_start_of_payment = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2020,99, 0,000), (2021,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

Delay_start_of_recycling = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

delayed_forecast = DELAY(Forecast; 1) 

EU_collection_standard = WEEE_disposed_of_correctly/((DELAY(import; 1)+ 

DELAY(import; 2)+ DELAY(import; 3))/3)*100 

EU_target = 65 

Forecast = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 3312), (1999,00, 6788), (2000,00, 6564), (2001,00, 5774), (2002,00, 5947), 

(2003,00, 7196), (2004,00, 8760), (2005,00, 10276), (2006,00, 10508), (2007,00, 10844), 

(2008,00, 7152), (2009,00, 4408), (2010,00, 5392), (2011,00, 5761), (2012,00, 5826), 

(2013,00, 6628), (2014,00, 6073), (2015,00, 8076), (2016,00, 8708), (2017,00, 10146), 

(2050,00, 10146) 

Gold_cost = GRAPH(gold_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 
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gold_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,050), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

goldprice = 40445,63918 

if_hard_times = IF(Forecast/delayed_forecast<0,7) THEN 5 ELSE 0 

Interest_rate = 0,05 

Length_of_loan = 20 

LF_time = 1 

Lost_before_start_of_collection = 1-Delay_start_of_collection 

Nickel_cost = GRAPH(nickel_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,0), (15,00, 25,0) 

nickel_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 5,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

nickelprice = 10,41 

Payment_rate = 1 

Platinum_Group_cost = GRAPH(platinum_group_per_ton) 

(0,0010, 2000), (0,2000, 300) 

platinum_group_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0), (2019,99, 0), (2020,00, 0,01), (2030,00, 0,03), (2050,00, 0,03) 

platinum_group_price = 29241,18438 

Running_cost = 

WEEE_recycled*(Platinum_Group_cost*platinum_group_per_ton+Gold_cost*gold_per_t

on+Silver_cost*silver_per_ton+Copper_cost*copper_per_ton+Nickel_cost*nickel_per_ton

+Tin_cost*tin_per_ton)+Loan*Interest_rate/Payment_rate*Delay_start_of_payment 

Silver_cost = GRAPH(silver_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

silver_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,100), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

silverprice = 549,7777663 

Tin_cost = GRAPH(tin_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,000), (15,00, 25,000) 

tin_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 10,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

tinprice = 20,061 

Years_in_collection = 1 

Years_in_EEE_imported = 1 

Years_in_home = 8 

Years_in_personal = 4 

Years_in_professional = 5 

Years_on_dec_shelf = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 15,00), (2030,00, 3,00), (2050,00, 3,00) 

Years_on_long_shelf = 7 

Years_on_short_shelf = 2 

zero = 0 

{ The model has 89 (89) variables (array expansion in parens). 

  In root model and 0 additional modules with 2 sectors. 

  Stocks: 15 (15) Flows: 31 (31) Converters: 43 (43) 

  Constants: 19 (19) Equations: 55 (55) Graphicals: 18 (18) 

  } 
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Scenario 2 - Financial compensation  

Top-Level Model: 

BM_recovered(t) = BM_recovered(t - dt) + (BM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT BM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickel_per_ton+tin_per_ton+Copper_per_ton

) 

Decision_shelf(t) = Decision_shelf(t - dt) + (Personal_put_on_shelf - 

personal_discarded_of - LF_DS) * dt 

    INIT Decision_shelf = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_put_on_shelf = Personal_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        personal_discarded_of = Decision_shelf/(Years_on_dec_shelf) 

        LF_DS = 0,01*Decision_shelf/LF_time 

EEE_imported(t) = EEE_imported(t - dt) + (import - Electronics_put_to_market) * dt 

    INIT EEE_imported = 100 

    INFLOWS: 

        import = Forecast 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Electronics_put_to_market = EEE_imported/Years_in_EEE_imported 

HOME(t) = HOME(t - dt) + (Home_sold - Home_fallen_out_of_use - LF_H) * dt 

    INIT HOME = 15000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_sold = 0,741*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Home_fallen_out_of_use = HOME/(yrs_in_home+if_hard_times) 

        LF_H = 0,01*HOME/LF_time 

Loan(t) = Loan(t - dt) + ( - Downpayment) * dt 

    INIT Loan = 700000000 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Downpayment = Delay_start_of_payment*(INIT(Loan)/Length_of_loan) 

Long_shelf(t) = Long_shelf(t - dt) + (prof_put_on_shelf - prof_discarded_of - LF_LS) * dt 

    INIT Long_shelf = 700 

    INFLOWS: 

        prof_put_on_shelf = Professional_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        prof_discarded_of = Long_shelf/(Years_on_long_shelf) 

        LF_LS = 0,01*Long_shelf/LF_time 

Net_Profit_from_BM(t) = Net_Profit_from_BM(t - dt) + (BM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_BM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 
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        BM_sold = 

0,83*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickelprice*nickel_per_ton+tinprice*tin

_per_ton+copperprice*Copper_per_ton) 

Net_Profit_from_PM(t) = Net_Profit_from_PM(t - dt) + (PM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_PM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_sold = 

0,91*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(gold_per_ton*goldprice+platinum_grou

p_per_ton*platinum_group_price+silver_per_ton*silverprice) 

PERSONAL(t) = PERSONAL(t - dt) + (Personal_sold - Personal_fallen_out_of_use - 

LF_P) * dt 

    INIT PERSONAL = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_sold = 0,136*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Personal_fallen_out_of_use = PERSONAL/(yrs_in_personal+if_hard_times) 

        LF_P = 0,01*PERSONAL/LF_time 

PM_recovered(t) = PM_recovered(t - dt) + (PM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT PM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(platinum_group_per_ton+gold_per_ton+silve

r_per_ton) 

PROFESSIONAL(t) = PROFESSIONAL(t - dt) + (Professional_sold - 

Professional_fallen_out_of_use - LF_Pr) * dt 

    INIT PROFESSIONAL = 500 

    INFLOWS: 

        Professional_sold = 0,023*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Professional_fallen_out_of_use = 

PROFESSIONAL/(yrs_in_professional+if_hard_times) 

        LF_Pr = 0,01*PROFESSIONAL/LF_time 

Short_shelf_delay(t) = Short_shelf_delay(t - dt) + (Home_put_on_shelf - 

home_discarded_of - LF_SS) * dt 

    INIT Short_shelf_delay = 2000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_put_on_shelf = Home_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        home_discarded_of = Short_shelf_delay/(Years_on_short_shelf) 

        LF_SS = 0,01*Short_shelf_delay/LF_time 

Total_revenue(t) = Total_revenue(t - dt) + (Sum_income - Total_cost) * dt 

    INIT Total_revenue = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        Sum_income = PM_sold+BM_sold 

    OUTFLOWS: 
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        Total_cost = 

(Downpayment+Running_cost)+Compensation*WEEE_disposed_of_correctly*Delay_star

t_of_recycling 

trash(t) = trash(t - dt) + (thrown_away) * dt 

    INIT trash = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        thrown_away = 

0,1*Electronics_put_to_market+(LF_H+LF_P+LF_Pr)+(LF_SS+LF_DS+LF_LS)+(1-

Collection_percentage)*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof_discarded_of)+

LF_R+Lost_before_start_of_collection*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof

_discarded_of) 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t) = WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t - dt) + 

(WEEE_disposed_of_correctly - WEEE_recycled - LF_R) * dt 

    INIT WEEE_collected_for_recycling = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        WEEE_disposed_of_correctly = 

Delay_start_of_collection*(Collection_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*Increase_in_

recycling_from_compensation*Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage+Delay_start_

of_recycling*If_more_than_100%)*(personal_discarded_of+home_discarded_of+prof_dis

carded_of) 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        WEEE_recycled = capacity_for_recycling/Years_in_collection 

        LF_R = 0,03*WEEE_collected_for_recycling/LF_time 

capacity_for_recycling = IF(WEEE_collected_for_recycling>300000) THEN 300000 

ELSE WEEE_collected_for_recycling 

circa_kg_per_capita = WEEE_collected_for_recycling/Population*Kilograms_per_ton 

Collection_percentage = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2000,00, 0,000), (2001,00, 0,150), (2050,00, 0,800) 

Compensation = 1000 

Converter_1 = 

Collection_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*Increase_in_recycling_from_compensati

on*Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*If_more_than_

100% 

Copper = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*Copper_per_ton*Copper_cost 

Copper_cost = GRAPH(Copper_per_ton) 

(50,0, 10,00), (250,0, 3,00) 

Copper_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 70,0), (2030,00, 100,0), (2050,00, 100,0) 

copperprice = 6,17 

copperrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*copperprice*Copper_per_ton 

Delay_start_of_collection = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (1991,00, 0,0), (1992,00, 0,0), (1993,00, 0,0), (1994,00, 0,0), (1995,00, 

0,0), (1996,00, 0,0), (1997,00, 0,0), (1998,00, 0,0), (1999,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), 

(2001,00, 1,0), (2002,00, 1,0), (2003,00, 1,0), (2004,00, 1,0), (2005,00, 1,0), (2006,00, 

1,0), (2007,00, 1,0), (2008,00, 1,0), (2009,00, 1,0), (2010,00, 1,0), (2011,00, 1,0), 

(2012,00, 1,0), (2013,00, 1,0), (2014,00, 1,0), (2015,00, 1,0), (2016,00, 1,0), (2017,00, 
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1,0), (2018,00, 1,0), (2019,00, 1,0), (2020,00, 1,0), (2021,00, 1,0), (2022,00, 1,0), 

(2023,00, 1,0), (2024,00, 1,0), (2025,00, 1,0), (2026,00, 1,0), (2027,00, 1,0), (2028,00, 

1,0), (2029,00, 1,0), (2030,00, 1,0), (2031,00, 1,0), (2032,00, 1,0), (2033,00, 1,0), 

(2034,00, 1,0), (2035,00, 1,0), (2036,00, 1,0), (2037,00, 1,0), (2038,00, 1,0), (2039,00, 

1,0), (2040,00, 1,0), (2041,00, 1,0), (2042,00, 1,0), (2043,00, 1,0), (2044,00, 1,0), 

(2045,00, 1,0), (2046,00, 1,0), (2047,00, 1,0), (2048,00, 1,0), (2049,00, 1,0), (2050,00, 1,0) 

Delay_start_of_payment = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2020,99, 0,000), (2021,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

Delay_start_of_recycling = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

delayed_forecast = DELAY(Forecast; 1) 

EU_collection_standard = WEEE_disposed_of_correctly/((DELAY(import; 1)+ 

DELAY(import; 2)+ DELAY(import; 3))/3)*100 

EU_target = 65 

Forecast = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 3312), (1999,00, 6788), (2000,00, 6564), (2001,00, 5774), (2002,00, 5947), 

(2003,00, 7196), (2004,00, 8760), (2005,00, 10276), (2006,00, 10508), (2007,00, 10844), 

(2008,00, 7152), (2009,00, 4408), (2010,00, 5392), (2011,00, 5761), (2012,00, 5826), 

(2013,00, 6628), (2014,00, 6073), (2015,00, 8076), (2016,00, 8708), (2017,00, 10146), 

(2050,00, 10146) 

Gold = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*gold_per_ton*Gold_cost 

Gold_cost = GRAPH(gold_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

gold_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,050), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

goldprice = 40445,63918 

goldrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*gold_per_ton*goldprice 

if_hard_times = IF(Forecast/delayed_forecast<0,7) THEN 5 ELSE 0 

If_more_than_100% = IF(Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage=0) THEN (1-

Collection_percentage) ELSE 0 

Increase_in_recycling_from_compensation = Compensation/20000 

Interest_rate = 0,05 

Kilograms_per_ton = 1000 

Length_of_loan = 20 

LF_time = 1 

Lost_before_start_of_collection = 1-Delay_start_of_collection 

Nickel = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*nickel_per_ton*Nickel_cost 

Nickel_cost = GRAPH(nickel_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,0), (15,00, 25,0) 

nickel_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 5,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

nickelprice = 10,41 

nickelrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*nickel_per_ton*nickelprice 

Payment_rate = 1 

Platinum = 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling*platinum_group_per_ton*Platinum_Group_cost 
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Platinum_Group_cost = GRAPH(platinum_group_per_ton) 

(0,0010, 2000), (0,2000, 300) 

platinum_group_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0), (2019,99, 0), (2020,00, 0,01), (2030,00, 0,03), (2050,00, 0,03) 

platinum_group_price = 29241,18438 

platrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*platinum_group_per_ton*platinum_group_price 

Population = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 253785), (1991,00, 255866), (1992,00, 259727), (1993,00, 262386), (1994,00, 

265064), (1995,00, 266978), (1996,00, 267958), (1997,00, 269874), (1998,00, 272381), 

(1999,00, 275712), (2000,00, 279049), (2001,00, 283361), (2002,00, 286575), (2003,00, 

288471), (2004,00, 290570), (2005,00, 293577), (2006,00, 299891), (2007,00, 307672), 

(2008,00, 315459), (2009,00, 319368), (2010,00, 317630), (2011,00, 318452), (2012,00, 

319575), (2013,00, 321857), (2014,00, 325671), (2015,00, 329100), (2016,00, 332529), 

(2017,00, 338349), (2018,00, 348450), (2019,00, 356779), (2020,00, 363906), (2021,00, 

370417), (2022,00, 376639), (2023,00, 382841), (2024,00, 382774), (2025,00, 382474), 

(2026,00, 381945), (2027,00, 381196), (2028,00, 380215), (2029,00, 382711), (2030,00, 

385137), (2031,00, 387505), (2032,00, 389803), (2033,00, 392032), (2034,00, 394202), 

(2035,00, 396315), (2036,00, 398387), (2037,00, 400408), (2038,00, 402367), (2039,00, 

404274), (2040,00, 406119), (2041,00, 407918), (2042,00, 409657), (2043,00, 411337), 

(2044,00, 412937), (2045,00, 414475), (2046,00, 415945), (2047,00, 417353), (2048,00, 

418702), (2049,00, 419990), (2050,00, 421235) 

Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage = 

IF(Collection_percentage+Increase_in_recycling_from_compensation<1) THEN 1 ELSE 0 

Running_cost = 

WEEE_recycled*(Platinum_Group_cost*platinum_group_per_ton+Gold_cost*gold_per_t

on+Silver_cost*silver_per_ton+Copper_cost*Copper_per_ton+Nickel_cost*nickel_per_to

n+Tin_cost*tin_per_ton)+Loan*Interest_rate/Payment_rate*Delay_start_of_payment 

Silver = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*silver_per_ton*Silver_cost 

Silver_cost = GRAPH(silver_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

silver_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,100), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

silverprice = 549,7777663 

silverrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*silver_per_ton*silverprice 

Tin = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*tin_per_ton*Tin_cost 

Tin_cost = GRAPH(tin_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,000), (15,00, 25,000) 

tin_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 10,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

tinprice = 20,061 

tinrev = WEEE_collected_for_recycling*tin_per_ton*tinprice 

Years_in_collection = 1 

Years_in_EEE_imported = 1 

Years_on_dec_shelf = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 15,00), (2030,00, 3,00), (2050,00, 3,00) 

Years_on_long_shelf = 7 
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Years_on_short_shelf = 2 

yrs_in_home = 8 

yrs_in_personal = 4 

yrs_in_professional = 5 

zero = 0 

{ The model has 109 (109) variables (array expansion in parens). 

  In root model and 0 additional modules with 2 sectors. 

  Stocks: 15 (15) Flows: 31 (31) Converters: 63 (63) 

  Constants: 21 (21) Equations: 73 (73) Graphicals: 19 (19) 

  } 

 

Scenario 3 - Import 

Top-Level Model: 

BM_recovered(t) = BM_recovered(t - dt) + (BM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT BM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickel_per_ton+tin_per_ton+Copper_per_ton

) 

Decision_shelf(t) = Decision_shelf(t - dt) + (Personal_put_on_shelf - personal_discarded_of 

- LF_DS) * dt 

    INIT Decision_shelf = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_put_on_shelf = Personal_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        personal_discarded_of = Decision_shelf/(Years_on_dec_shelf) 

        LF_DS = 0,01*Decision_shelf/LF_time 

EEE_imported(t) = EEE_imported(t - dt) + (import - Electronics_put_to_market) * dt 

    INIT EEE_imported = 100 

    INFLOWS: 

        import = Forecast 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Electronics_put_to_market = EEE_imported/Years_in_EEE_imported 

HOME(t) = HOME(t - dt) + (Home_sold - Home_fallen_out_of_use - LF_H) * dt 

    INIT HOME = 15000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_sold = 0,741*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Home_fallen_out_of_use = HOME/(yrs_in_home+if_hard_times) 

        LF_H = 0,01*HOME/LF_time 

Loan(t) = Loan(t - dt) + ( - Downpayment) * dt 

    INIT Loan = 700000000 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Downpayment = Delay_start_of_payment*(INIT(Loan)/Length_of_loan) 

Long_shelf(t) = Long_shelf(t - dt) + (prof_put_on_shelf - prof_discarded_of - LF_LS) * dt 

    INIT Long_shelf = 700 

    INFLOWS: 
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        prof_put_on_shelf = Professional_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        prof_discarded_of = Long_shelf/(Years_on_long_shelf) 

        LF_LS = 0,01*Long_shelf/LF_time 

Net_Profit_from_BM(t) = Net_Profit_from_BM(t - dt) + (BM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_BM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_sold = 

0,83*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickelprice*nickel_per_ton+tinprice*tin

_per_ton+copperprice*Copper_per_ton) 

Net_Profit_from_PM(t) = Net_Profit_from_PM(t - dt) + (PM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_PM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_sold = 

0,91*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(gold_per_ton*goldprice+platinum_grou

p_per_ton*platinum_group_price+silver_per_ton*silverprice) 

PERSONAL(t) = PERSONAL(t - dt) + (Personal_sold - Personal_fallen_out_of_use - 

LF_P) * dt 

    INIT PERSONAL = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_sold = 0,136*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Personal_fallen_out_of_use = PERSONAL/(yrs_in_personal+if_hard_times) 

        LF_P = 0,01*PERSONAL/LF_time 

PM_recovered(t) = PM_recovered(t - dt) + (PM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT PM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(platinum_group_per_ton+gold_per_ton+silve

r_per_ton) 

PROFESSIONAL(t) = PROFESSIONAL(t - dt) + (Professional_sold - 

Professional_fallen_out_of_use - LF_Pr) * dt 

    INIT PROFESSIONAL = 500 

    INFLOWS: 

        Professional_sold = 0,023*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Professional_fallen_out_of_use = 

PROFESSIONAL/(yrs_in_professional+if_hard_times) 

        LF_Pr = 0,01*PROFESSIONAL/LF_time 

Short_shelf_delay(t) = Short_shelf_delay(t - dt) + (Home_put_on_shelf - 

home_discarded_of - LF_SS) * dt 

    INIT Short_shelf_delay = 2000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_put_on_shelf = Home_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        home_discarded_of = Short_shelf_delay/(Years_on_short_shelf) 

        LF_SS = 0,01*Short_shelf_delay/LF_time 

Total_revenue(t) = Total_revenue(t - dt) + (Sum_income - Total_cost) * dt 

    INIT Total_revenue = 0 
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    INFLOWS: 

        Sum_income = PM_sold+BM_sold 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Total_cost = 

(Downpayment+Running_cost)+Delay_start_of_recycling*Decision_to_import*Shipment

_from_Norway*Cost_of_import_per_ton 

trash(t) = trash(t - dt) + (thrown_away) * dt 

    INIT trash = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        thrown_away = 

0,1*Electronics_put_to_market+(LF_H+LF_P+LF_Pr)+(LF_SS+LF_DS+LF_LS)+(1-

Collection_percentage)*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof_discarded_of)+

LF_R+Lost_before_start_of_collection*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof

_discarded_of) 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t) = WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t - dt) + 

("WEEE_disposed_of_correctly+import" - WEEE_recycled - LF_R) * dt 

    INIT WEEE_collected_for_recycling = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        "WEEE_disposed_of_correctly+import" = 

Delay_start_of_collection*Collection_percentage*(personal_discarded_of+home_discarde

d_of+prof_discarded_of)+Decision_to_import*Shipment_from_Norway*Delay_start_of_r

ecycling 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        WEEE_recycled = capacity_for_recycling/Years_in_collection 

        LF_R = 0,03*WEEE_collected_for_recycling/LF_time 

capacity_for_recycling = IF(WEEE_collected_for_recycling>300000) THEN 300000 

ELSE WEEE_collected_for_recycling 

circa_kg_per_capita = WEEE_collected_for_recycling/Population*Kilograms_per_ton 

Collection_percentage = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), (2001,00, 0,15), (2050,00, 0,8) 

Copper_cost = GRAPH(Copper_per_ton) 

(50,0, 10,00), (250,0, 3,00) 

Copper_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 70,0), (2030,00, 100,0), (2050,00, 100,0) 

copperprice = 6,17 

Cost_of_import_per_ton = 2 

Decision_to_import = IF(capacity_for_recycling<295000)AND(Running_cost<35000000 

OR(Total_revenue>10000000)) THEN 1 ELSE 0 

Delay_start_of_collection = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (1991,00, 0,0), (1992,00, 0,0), (1993,00, 0,0), (1994,00, 0,0), (1995,00, 0,0), 

(1996,00, 0,0), (1997,00, 0,0), (1998,00, 0,0), (1999,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), (2001,00, 1,0), 

(2002,00, 1,0), (2003,00, 1,0), (2004,00, 1,0), (2005,00, 1,0), (2006,00, 1,0), (2007,00, 1,0), 

(2008,00, 1,0), (2009,00, 1,0), (2010,00, 1,0), (2011,00, 1,0), (2012,00, 1,0), (2013,00, 1,0), 

(2014,00, 1,0), (2015,00, 1,0), (2016,00, 1,0), (2017,00, 1,0), (2018,00, 1,0), (2019,00, 1,0), 

(2020,00, 1,0), (2021,00, 1,0), (2022,00, 1,0), (2023,00, 1,0), (2024,00, 1,0), (2025,00, 1,0), 

(2026,00, 1,0), (2027,00, 1,0), (2028,00, 1,0), (2029,00, 1,0), (2030,00, 1,0), (2031,00, 1,0), 

(2032,00, 1,0), (2033,00, 1,0), (2034,00, 1,0), (2035,00, 1,0), (2036,00, 1,0), (2037,00, 1,0), 

(2038,00, 1,0), (2039,00, 1,0), (2040,00, 1,0), (2041,00, 1,0), (2042,00, 1,0), (2043,00, 1,0), 
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(2044,00, 1,0), (2045,00, 1,0), (2046,00, 1,0), (2047,00, 1,0), (2048,00, 1,0), (2049,00, 1,0), 

(2050,00, 1,0) 

Delay_start_of_payment = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2020,99, 0,000), (2021,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

Delay_start_of_recycling = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,00, 0,000), (2020,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

delayed_forecast = DELAY(Forecast; 1) 

Forecast = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 3312), (1999,00, 6788), (2000,00, 6564), (2001,00, 5774), (2002,00, 5947), 

(2003,00, 7196), (2004,00, 8760), (2005,00, 10276), (2006,00, 10508), (2007,00, 10844), 

(2008,00, 7152), (2009,00, 4408), (2010,00, 5392), (2011,00, 5761), (2012,00, 5826), 

(2013,00, 6628), (2014,00, 6073), (2015,00, 8076), (2016,00, 8708), (2017,00, 10146), 

(2050,00, 10146) 

Gold_cost = GRAPH(gold_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

gold_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,050), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

goldprice = 40445,63918 

if_hard_times = IF(Forecast/delayed_forecast<0,7) THEN 5 ELSE 0 

Interest_rate = 0,05 

Kilograms_per_ton = 1000 

Length_of_loan = 20 

LF_time = 1 

Lost_before_start_of_collection = 1-Delay_start_of_collection 

Nickel_cost = GRAPH(nickel_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,0), (15,00, 25,0) 

nickel_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 5,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

nickelprice = 10,41 

Payment_rate = 1 

Platinum_Group_cost = GRAPH(platinum_group_per_ton) 

(0,0010, 2000), (0,2000, 300) 

platinum_group_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0), (2019,99, 0), (2020,00, 0,01), (2030,00, 0,03), (2050,00, 0,03) 

platinum_group_price = 29241,18438 

Population = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 253785), (1991,00, 255866), (1992,00, 259727), (1993,00, 262386), (1994,00, 

265064), (1995,00, 266978), (1996,00, 267958), (1997,00, 269874), (1998,00, 272381), 

(1999,00, 275712), (2000,00, 279049), (2001,00, 283361), (2002,00, 286575), (2003,00, 

288471), (2004,00, 290570), (2005,00, 293577), (2006,00, 299891), (2007,00, 307672), 

(2008,00, 315459), (2009,00, 319368), (2010,00, 317630), (2011,00, 318452), (2012,00, 

319575), (2013,00, 321857), (2014,00, 325671), (2015,00, 329100), (2016,00, 332529), 

(2017,00, 338349), (2018,00, 348450), (2019,00, 356779), (2020,00, 363906), (2021,00, 

370417), (2022,00, 376639), (2023,00, 382841), (2024,00, 382774), (2025,00, 382474), 

(2026,00, 381945), (2027,00, 381196), (2028,00, 380215), (2029,00, 382711), (2030,00, 

385137), (2031,00, 387505), (2032,00, 389803), (2033,00, 392032), (2034,00, 394202), 

(2035,00, 396315), (2036,00, 398387), (2037,00, 400408), (2038,00, 402367), (2039,00, 

404274), (2040,00, 406119), (2041,00, 407918), (2042,00, 409657), (2043,00, 411337), 
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(2044,00, 412937), (2045,00, 414475), (2046,00, 415945), (2047,00, 417353), (2048,00, 

418702), (2049,00, 419990), (2050,00, 421235) 

Running_cost = 

WEEE_recycled*(Platinum_Group_cost*platinum_group_per_ton+Gold_cost*gold_per_t

on+Silver_cost*silver_per_ton+Copper_cost*Copper_per_ton+Nickel_cost*nickel_per_to

n+Tin_cost*tin_per_ton)+Loan*Interest_rate/Payment_rate*Delay_start_of_payment 

Shipment_from_Norway = 5000 

Silver_cost = GRAPH(silver_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

silver_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,100), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

silverprice = 549,7777663 

Tin_cost = GRAPH(tin_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,000), (15,00, 25,000) 

tin_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 10,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

tinprice = 20,061 

Years_in_collection = 1 

Years_in_EEE_imported = 1 

Years_on_dec_shelf = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 15,00), (2030,00, 3,00), (2050,00, 3,00) 

Years_on_long_shelf = 7 

Years_on_short_shelf = 2 

yrs_in_home = 8 

yrs_in_personal = 4 

yrs_in_professional = 5 

zero = 0 

{ The model has 93 (93) variables (array expansion in parens). 

  In root model and 0 additional modules with 2 sectors. 

  Stocks: 15 (15) Flows: 31 (31) Converters: 47 (47) 

  Constants: 21 (21) Equations: 57 (57) Graphicals: 19 (19) 

  } 

 

Scenario 4 – Government support 

Top-Level Model: 

BM_recovered(t) = BM_recovered(t - dt) + (BM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT BM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickel_per_ton+tin_per_ton+Copper_per_ton

) 

Decision_shelf(t) = Decision_shelf(t - dt) + (Personal_put_on_shelf - personal_discarded_of 

- LF_DS) * dt 

    INIT Decision_shelf = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_put_on_shelf = Personal_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        personal_discarded_of = Decision_shelf/(Years_on_dec_shelf) 
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        LF_DS = 0,01*Decision_shelf/LF_time 

EEE_imported(t) = EEE_imported(t - dt) + (import - Electronics_put_to_market) * dt 

    INIT EEE_imported = 100 

    INFLOWS: 

        import = Forecast 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Electronics_put_to_market = EEE_imported/Years_in_EEE_imported 

HOME(t) = HOME(t - dt) + (Home_sold - Home_fallen_out_of_use - LF_H) * dt 

    INIT HOME = 15000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_sold = 0,741*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Home_fallen_out_of_use = HOME/(yrs_in_home+if_hard_times) 

        LF_H = 0,01*HOME/LF_time 

Loan(t) = Loan(t - dt) + ( - Downpayment) * dt 

    INIT Loan = 700000000 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Downpayment = Delay_start_of_payment*(INIT(Loan)/Length_of_loan) 

Long_shelf(t) = Long_shelf(t - dt) + (prof_put_on_shelf - prof_discarded_of - LF_LS) * dt 

    INIT Long_shelf = 700 

    INFLOWS: 

        prof_put_on_shelf = Professional_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        prof_discarded_of = Long_shelf/(Years_on_long_shelf) 

        LF_LS = 0,01*Long_shelf/LF_time 

Net_Profit_from_BM(t) = Net_Profit_from_BM(t - dt) + (BM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_BM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_sold = 

0,83*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickelprice*nickel_per_ton+tinprice*tin

_per_ton+copperprice*Copper_per_ton) 

Net_Profit_from_PM(t) = Net_Profit_from_PM(t - dt) + (PM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_PM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_sold = 

0,91*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(gold_per_ton*goldprice+platinum_grou

p_per_ton*platinum_group_price+silver_per_ton*silverprice) 

PERSONAL(t) = PERSONAL(t - dt) + (Personal_sold - Personal_fallen_out_of_use - 

LF_P) * dt 

    INIT PERSONAL = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_sold = 0,136*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Personal_fallen_out_of_use = PERSONAL/(yrs_in_personal+if_hard_times) 

        LF_P = 0,01*PERSONAL/LF_time 

PM_recovered(t) = PM_recovered(t - dt) + (PM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT PM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 
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        PM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(platinum_group_per_ton+gold_per_ton+silve

r_per_ton) 

PROFESSIONAL(t) = PROFESSIONAL(t - dt) + (Professional_sold - 

Professional_fallen_out_of_use - LF_Pr) * dt 

    INIT PROFESSIONAL = 500 

    INFLOWS: 

        Professional_sold = 0,023*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Professional_fallen_out_of_use = 

PROFESSIONAL/(yrs_in_professional+if_hard_times) 

        LF_Pr = 0,01*PROFESSIONAL/LF_time 

Short_shelf_delay(t) = Short_shelf_delay(t - dt) + (Home_put_on_shelf - 

home_discarded_of - LF_SS) * dt 

    INIT Short_shelf_delay = 2000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_put_on_shelf = Home_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        home_discarded_of = Short_shelf_delay/(Years_on_short_shelf) 

        LF_SS = 0,01*Short_shelf_delay/LF_time 

Total_revenue(t) = Total_revenue(t - dt) + (Sum_income - Total_cost) * dt 

    INIT Total_revenue = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        Sum_income = PM_sold+BM_sold+Government_funding*Delay_start_of_recycling 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Total_cost = (Downpayment+Running_cost) 

trash(t) = trash(t - dt) + (thrown_away) * dt 

    INIT trash = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        thrown_away = 

0,1*Electronics_put_to_market+(LF_H+LF_P+LF_Pr)+(LF_SS+LF_DS+LF_LS)+(1-

Collection_percentage)*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof_discarded_of)+

LF_R+Lost_before_start_of_collection*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof

_discarded_of) 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t) = WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t - dt) + 

(WEEE_disposed_of - WEEE_recycled - LF_R) * dt 

    INIT WEEE_collected_for_recycling = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        WEEE_disposed_of = 

Delay_start_of_collection*Collection_percentage*(personal_discarded_of+home_discarde

d_of+prof_discarded_of) 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        WEEE_recycled = capacity_for_recycling/Years_in_collection 

        LF_R = 0,03*WEEE_collected_for_recycling/LF_time*Delay_start_of_recycling 

capacity_for_recycling = IF(WEEE_collected_for_recycling>300000) THEN 300000 

ELSE WEEE_collected_for_recycling 

circa_kg_per_capita = WEEE_collected_for_recycling/Population*Kilograms_per_ton 

Collection_percentage = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2000,00, 0,000), (2001,00, 0,150), (2050,00, 0,800) 
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Copper_cost = GRAPH(Copper_per_ton) 

(50,0, 10,00), (250,0, 3,00) 

Copper_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 70,0), (2030,00, 100,0), (2050,00, 100,0) 

copperprice = 6,17 

Delay_start_of_collection = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (1991,00, 0,0), (1992,00, 0,0), (1993,00, 0,0), (1994,00, 0,0), (1995,00, 0,0), 

(1996,00, 0,0), (1997,00, 0,0), (1998,00, 0,0), (1999,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), (2001,00, 1,0), 

(2002,00, 1,0), (2003,00, 1,0), (2004,00, 1,0), (2005,00, 1,0), (2006,00, 1,0), (2007,00, 1,0), 

(2008,00, 1,0), (2009,00, 1,0), (2010,00, 1,0), (2011,00, 1,0), (2012,00, 1,0), (2013,00, 1,0), 

(2014,00, 1,0), (2015,00, 1,0), (2016,00, 1,0), (2017,00, 1,0), (2018,00, 1,0), (2019,00, 1,0), 

(2020,00, 1,0), (2021,00, 1,0), (2022,00, 1,0), (2023,00, 1,0), (2024,00, 1,0), (2025,00, 1,0), 

(2026,00, 1,0), (2027,00, 1,0), (2028,00, 1,0), (2029,00, 1,0), (2030,00, 1,0), (2031,00, 1,0), 

(2032,00, 1,0), (2033,00, 1,0), (2034,00, 1,0), (2035,00, 1,0), (2036,00, 1,0), (2037,00, 1,0), 

(2038,00, 1,0), (2039,00, 1,0), (2040,00, 1,0), (2041,00, 1,0), (2042,00, 1,0), (2043,00, 1,0), 

(2044,00, 1,0), (2045,00, 1,0), (2046,00, 1,0), (2047,00, 1,0), (2048,00, 1,0), (2049,00, 1,0), 

(2050,00, 1,0) 

Delay_start_of_payment = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2020,99, 0,000), (2021,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

Delay_start_of_recycling = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

delayed_forecast = DELAY(Forecast; 1) 

Forecast = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 3312), (1999,00, 6788), (2000,00, 6564), (2001,00, 5774), (2002,00, 5947), 

(2003,00, 7196), (2004,00, 8760), (2005,00, 10276), (2006,00, 10508), (2007,00, 10844), 

(2008,00, 7152), (2009,00, 4408), (2010,00, 5392), (2011,00, 5761), (2012,00, 5826), 

(2013,00, 6628), (2014,00, 6073), (2015,00, 8076), (2016,00, 8708), (2017,00, 10146), 

(2050,00, 10146) 

Gold_cost = GRAPH(gold_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

gold_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,050), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

goldprice = 40445,63918 

Government_funding = 10000000 

if_hard_times = IF(Forecast/delayed_forecast<0,7) THEN 5 ELSE 0 

Interest_rate = 0,05 

Kilograms_per_ton = 1000 

Length_of_loan = 20 

LF_time = 1 

Lost_before_start_of_collection = 1-Delay_start_of_collection 

Nickel_cost = GRAPH(nickel_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,0), (15,00, 25,0) 

nickel_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 5,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

nickelprice = 10,41 

Payment_rate = 1 

Platinum_Group_cost = GRAPH(platinum_group_per_ton) 

(0,0010, 2000), (0,2000, 300) 

platinum_group_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 
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(1990,00, 0), (2019,99, 0), (2020,00, 0,01), (2030,00, 0,03), (2050,00, 0,03) 

platinum_group_price = 29241,18438 

Population = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 253785), (1991,00, 255866), (1992,00, 259727), (1993,00, 262386), (1994,00, 

265064), (1995,00, 266978), (1996,00, 267958), (1997,00, 269874), (1998,00, 272381), 

(1999,00, 275712), (2000,00, 279049), (2001,00, 283361), (2002,00, 286575), (2003,00, 

288471), (2004,00, 290570), (2005,00, 293577), (2006,00, 299891), (2007,00, 307672), 

(2008,00, 315459), (2009,00, 319368), (2010,00, 317630), (2011,00, 318452), (2012,00, 

319575), (2013,00, 321857), (2014,00, 325671), (2015,00, 329100), (2016,00, 332529), 

(2017,00, 338349), (2018,00, 348450), (2019,00, 356779), (2020,00, 363906), (2021,00, 

370417), (2022,00, 376639), (2023,00, 382841), (2024,00, 382774), (2025,00, 382474), 

(2026,00, 381945), (2027,00, 381196), (2028,00, 380215), (2029,00, 382711), (2030,00, 

385137), (2031,00, 387505), (2032,00, 389803), (2033,00, 392032), (2034,00, 394202), 

(2035,00, 396315), (2036,00, 398387), (2037,00, 400408), (2038,00, 402367), (2039,00, 

404274), (2040,00, 406119), (2041,00, 407918), (2042,00, 409657), (2043,00, 411337), 

(2044,00, 412937), (2045,00, 414475), (2046,00, 415945), (2047,00, 417353), (2048,00, 

418702), (2049,00, 419990), (2050,00, 421235) 

Running_cost = 

WEEE_recycled*(Platinum_Group_cost*platinum_group_per_ton+Gold_cost*gold_per_t

on+Silver_cost*silver_per_ton+Copper_cost*Copper_per_ton+Nickel_cost*nickel_per_to

n+Tin_cost*tin_per_ton)+Loan*Interest_rate/Payment_rate*Delay_start_of_payment 

Silver_cost = GRAPH(silver_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

silver_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,100), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

silverprice = 549,7777663 

Tin_cost = GRAPH(tin_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,000), (15,00, 25,000) 

tin_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 10,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

tinprice = 20,061 

Years_in_collection = 1 

Years_in_EEE_imported = 1 

Years_on_dec_shelf = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 15,00), (2030,00, 3,00), (2050,00, 3,00) 

Years_on_long_shelf = 7 

Years_on_short_shelf = 2 

yrs_in_home = 8 

yrs_in_personal = 4 

yrs_in_professional = 5 

zero = 0 

{ The model has 91 (91) variables (array expansion in parens). 

  In root model and 0 additional modules with 2 sectors. 

  Stocks: 15 (15) Flows: 31 (31) Converters: 45 (45) 

  Constants: 20 (20) Equations: 56 (56) Graphicals: 19 (19) 

  } 
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Scenario 4 – Government support with compensation 

Top-Level Model: 

BM_recovered(t) = BM_recovered(t - dt) + (BM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT BM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickel_per_ton+tin_per_ton+Copper_per_ton

) 

Decision_shelf(t) = Decision_shelf(t - dt) + (Personal_put_on_shelf - personal_discarded_of 

- LF_DS) * dt 

    INIT Decision_shelf = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_put_on_shelf = Personal_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        personal_discarded_of = Decision_shelf/(Years_on_dec_shelf) 

        LF_DS = 0,01*Decision_shelf/LF_time 

EEE_imported(t) = EEE_imported(t - dt) + (import - Electronics_put_to_market) * dt 

    INIT EEE_imported = 100 

    INFLOWS: 

        import = Forecast 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Electronics_put_to_market = EEE_imported/Years_in_EEE_imported 

HOME(t) = HOME(t - dt) + (Home_sold - Home_fallen_out_of_use - LF_H) * dt 

    INIT HOME = 15000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_sold = 0,741*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Home_fallen_out_of_use = HOME/(yrs_in_home+if_hard_times) 

        LF_H = 0,01*HOME/LF_time 

Loan(t) = Loan(t - dt) + ( - Downpayment) * dt 

    INIT Loan = 700000000 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Downpayment = Delay_start_of_payment*(INIT(Loan)/Length_of_loan) 

Long_shelf(t) = Long_shelf(t - dt) + (prof_put_on_shelf - prof_discarded_of - LF_LS) * dt 

    INIT Long_shelf = 700 

    INFLOWS: 

        prof_put_on_shelf = Professional_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        prof_discarded_of = Long_shelf/(Years_on_long_shelf) 

        LF_LS = 0,01*Long_shelf/LF_time 

Net_Profit_from_BM(t) = Net_Profit_from_BM(t - dt) + (BM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_BM = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        BM_sold = 

0,83*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(nickelprice*nickel_per_ton+tinprice*tin

_per_ton+copperprice*Copper_per_ton) 

Net_Profit_from_PM(t) = Net_Profit_from_PM(t - dt) + (PM_sold) * dt 

    INIT Net_Profit_from_PM = 0 
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    INFLOWS: 

        PM_sold = 

0,91*Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(gold_per_ton*goldprice+platinum_grou

p_per_ton*platinum_group_price+silver_per_ton*silverprice) 

PERSONAL(t) = PERSONAL(t - dt) + (Personal_sold - Personal_fallen_out_of_use - 

LF_P) * dt 

    INIT PERSONAL = 5000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Personal_sold = 0,136*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Personal_fallen_out_of_use = PERSONAL/(yrs_in_personal+if_hard_times) 

        LF_P = 0,01*PERSONAL/LF_time 

PM_recovered(t) = PM_recovered(t - dt) + (PM_extracted) * dt 

    INIT PM_recovered = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        PM_extracted = 

Delay_start_of_recycling*WEEE_recycled*(platinum_group_per_ton+gold_per_ton+silve

r_per_ton) 

PROFESSIONAL(t) = PROFESSIONAL(t - dt) + (Professional_sold - 

Professional_fallen_out_of_use - LF_Pr) * dt 

    INIT PROFESSIONAL = 500 

    INFLOWS: 

        Professional_sold = 0,023*Electronics_put_to_market 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Professional_fallen_out_of_use = 

PROFESSIONAL/(yrs_in_professional+if_hard_times) 

        LF_Pr = 0,01*PROFESSIONAL/LF_time 

Short_shelf_delay(t) = Short_shelf_delay(t - dt) + (Home_put_on_shelf - 

home_discarded_of - LF_SS) * dt 

    INIT Short_shelf_delay = 2000 

    INFLOWS: 

        Home_put_on_shelf = Home_fallen_out_of_use 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        home_discarded_of = Short_shelf_delay/(Years_on_short_shelf) 

        LF_SS = 0,01*Short_shelf_delay/LF_time 

Total_revenue(t) = Total_revenue(t - dt) + (Sum_income - Total_cost) * dt 

    INIT Total_revenue = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        Sum_income = PM_sold+BM_sold+Delay_start_of_recycling*Government_funding 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        Total_cost = 

(Downpayment+Running_cost)+Compensation*WEEE_disposed_of_correctly*Delay_star

t_of_recycling 

trash(t) = trash(t - dt) + (thrown_away) * dt 

    INIT trash = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        thrown_away = 

0,1*Electronics_put_to_market+(LF_H+LF_P+LF_Pr)+(LF_SS+LF_DS+LF_LS)+(1-

Collection_percentage)*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof_discarded_of)+
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LF_R+Lost_before_start_of_collection*(home_discarded_of+personal_discarded_of+prof

_discarded_of) 

WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t) = WEEE_collected_for_recycling(t - dt) + 

(WEEE_disposed_of_correctly - WEEE_recycled - LF_R) * dt 

    INIT WEEE_collected_for_recycling = 0 

    INFLOWS: 

        WEEE_disposed_of_correctly = 

Delay_start_of_collection*(Collection_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*Increase_in_

recycling_from_compensation*Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage+Delay_start_

of_recycling*If_more_than_100%)*(personal_discarded_of+home_discarded_of+prof_dis

carded_of) 

    OUTFLOWS: 

        WEEE_recycled = capacity_for_recycling/Years_in_collection 

        LF_R = 0,03*WEEE_collected_for_recycling/LF_time 

capacity_for_recycling = IF(WEEE_collected_for_recycling>300000) THEN 300000 

ELSE WEEE_collected_for_recycling 

Collection_percentage = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2000,00, 0,000), (2001,00, 0,150), (2050,00, 0,800) 

Compensation = 2500 

Converter_1 = 

Collection_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*Increase_in_recycling_from_compensati

on*Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage+Delay_start_of_recycling*If_more_than_

100% 

Copper_cost = GRAPH(Copper_per_ton) 

(50,0, 10,00), (250,0, 3,00) 

Copper_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 70,0), (2030,00, 100,0), (2050,00, 100,0) 

copperprice = 6,17 

Delay_start_of_collection = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (1991,00, 0,0), (1992,00, 0,0), (1993,00, 0,0), (1994,00, 0,0), (1995,00, 0,0), 

(1996,00, 0,0), (1997,00, 0,0), (1998,00, 0,0), (1999,00, 0,0), (2000,00, 0,0), (2001,00, 1,0), 

(2002,00, 1,0), (2003,00, 1,0), (2004,00, 1,0), (2005,00, 1,0), (2006,00, 1,0), (2007,00, 1,0), 

(2008,00, 1,0), (2009,00, 1,0), (2010,00, 1,0), (2011,00, 1,0), (2012,00, 1,0), (2013,00, 1,0), 

(2014,00, 1,0), (2015,00, 1,0), (2016,00, 1,0), (2017,00, 1,0), (2018,00, 1,0), (2019,00, 1,0), 

(2020,00, 1,0), (2021,00, 1,0), (2022,00, 1,0), (2023,00, 1,0), (2024,00, 1,0), (2025,00, 1,0), 

(2026,00, 1,0), (2027,00, 1,0), (2028,00, 1,0), (2029,00, 1,0), (2030,00, 1,0), (2031,00, 1,0), 

(2032,00, 1,0), (2033,00, 1,0), (2034,00, 1,0), (2035,00, 1,0), (2036,00, 1,0), (2037,00, 1,0), 

(2038,00, 1,0), (2039,00, 1,0), (2040,00, 1,0), (2041,00, 1,0), (2042,00, 1,0), (2043,00, 1,0), 

(2044,00, 1,0), (2045,00, 1,0), (2046,00, 1,0), (2047,00, 1,0), (2048,00, 1,0), (2049,00, 1,0), 

(2050,00, 1,0) 

Delay_start_of_payment = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2020,99, 0,000), (2021,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

Delay_start_of_recycling = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 1,000), (2050,00, 1,000) 

delayed_forecast = DELAY(Forecast; 1) 

EU_collection_standard = WEEE_disposed_of_correctly/((DELAY(import; 1)+ 

DELAY(import; 2)+ DELAY(import; 3))/3)*100 

EU_target = 65 

Forecast = GRAPH(TIME) 
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(1990,00, 3312), (1999,00, 6788), (2000,00, 6564), (2001,00, 5774), (2002,00, 5947), 

(2003,00, 7196), (2004,00, 8760), (2005,00, 10276), (2006,00, 10508), (2007,00, 10844), 

(2008,00, 7152), (2009,00, 4408), (2010,00, 5392), (2011,00, 5761), (2012,00, 5826), 

(2013,00, 6628), (2014,00, 6073), (2015,00, 8076), (2016,00, 8708), (2017,00, 10146), 

(2050,00, 10146) 

Gold_cost = GRAPH(gold_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

gold_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,050), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

goldprice = 40445,63918 

Government_funding = 10000000 

if_hard_times = IF(Forecast/delayed_forecast<0,7) THEN 5 ELSE 0 

If_more_than_100% = IF(Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage=0) THEN (1-

Collection_percentage) ELSE 0 

Increase_in_recycling_from_compensation = Compensation/20000 

Interest_rate = 0,05 

Length_of_loan = 20 

LF_time = 1 

Lost_before_start_of_collection = 1-Delay_start_of_collection 

Nickel_cost = GRAPH(nickel_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,0), (15,00, 25,0) 

nickel_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 5,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

nickelprice = 10,41 

Payment_rate = 1 

Platinum_Group_cost = GRAPH(platinum_group_per_ton) 

(0,0010, 2000), (0,2000, 300) 

platinum_group_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0), (2019,99, 0), (2020,00, 0,01), (2030,00, 0,03), (2050,00, 0,03) 

platinum_group_price = 29241,18438 

Roof_for_increase_in_recycling_percentage = 

IF(Collection_percentage+Increase_in_recycling_from_compensation<1) THEN 1 ELSE 0 

Running_cost = 

WEEE_recycled*(Platinum_Group_cost*platinum_group_per_ton+Gold_cost*gold_per_t

on+Silver_cost*silver_per_ton+Copper_cost*Copper_per_ton+Nickel_cost*nickel_per_to

n+Tin_cost*tin_per_ton)+Loan*Interest_rate/Payment_rate*Delay_start_of_payment 

Silver_cost = GRAPH(silver_per_ton) 

(0,0200, 1000), (1,0000, 50) 

silver_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,000), (2019,99, 0,000), (2020,00, 0,100), (2030,00, 0,300), (2050,00, 0,300) 

silverprice = 549,7777663 

Tin_cost = GRAPH(tin_per_ton) 

(1,00, 100,000), (15,00, 25,000) 

tin_per_ton = GRAPH(TIME) 

(1990,00, 0,0), (2019,99, 0,0), (2020,00, 10,0), (2030,00, 10,0), (2050,00, 10,0) 

tinprice = 20,061 

Years_in_collection = 1 

Years_in_EEE_imported = 1 

Years_on_dec_shelf = GRAPH(TIME) 
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(1990,00, 15,00), (2030,00, 3,00), (2050,00, 3,00) 

Years_on_long_shelf = 7 

Years_on_short_shelf = 2 

yrs_in_home = 8 

yrs_in_personal = 4 

yrs_in_professional = 5 

zero = 0 

{ The model has 95 (95) variables (array expansion in parens). 

  In root model and 0 additional modules with 2 sectors. 

  Stocks: 15 (15) Flows: 31 (31) Converters: 49 (49) 

  Constants: 21 (21) Equations: 59 (59) Graphicals: 18 (18) 

  } 


